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complexity confounded me. During one lesson, Professor de Duve showed a slide of Broodthaers
posing in the advertisement for van Laack shirts, and the image nagged at me because, in my
mind, it connected to a recent wave of fashion commodities’ display as art that I had already
perceived over the previous few years. That semester I began researching Broodthaers’s
advertisement, for it seemed to me that an artist whose work was so intellectual and abstrusely
critical of artworld commodification would not engage in such an endorsement without good
reasons. A few months later I travelled to Chicago to review Virgil Abloh’s exhibition “Virgil
Abloh: Figures of Speech” at the Museum of Contemporary Art for C Magazine. Among the
other works in the exhibition I was surprised to find a platform covered in Nike sneakers that
Abloh had designed as a collaboration between Nike and his own brand, Off-White. Many of
those same sneakers, I soon discovered, were also for sale in a pop-up gift shop attached to the
exhibition. I decided that I would organize my graduate studies around two questions: how did it
come to be that sneakers belonged in a museum of contemporary art? Where will “traditional”
forms of art belong, should they continue to be displaced by sneakers? These questions led me
back to Broodthaers’s advertisement, and I was sure that it would reveal more than simply what
shirt was fashionable in 1971.
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Introduction
“The commodity can only be understood in its undistorted essence when it becomes the universal
category of society as a whole” – Georg Lukácz, History and Class Consciousness1

“Nonconformists rebel against consigning art to the marketplace. They rally round the banner of
l’art pour l’art.” – Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project2

Marcel Broodthaers had lived as a poet for almost two decades when in 1964, at the age
of forty, he made an abrupt end to his literary career and embedded the remaining unsold copies
of his poetry book Pense-Bête (1963) into a mound of wet plaster (Figure 1). After that,
Broodthaers identified as a visual artist, and for the next twelve years until his premature death at
age 52 he produced an extraordinarily rich body of work that continues to challenge art
historians nearly half a century later. Even as critical regard for his work has increased over the
years, including recent retrospective exhibitions at major art museums worldwide, Broodthaers’s
enigmatic oeuvre becomes increasingly opaque the more one delves into it. His work
intentionally fosters a sense of confusion and, at times, anachronism, traits seen in his very first
exhibition in 1964 at Galerie Saint Laurent, the invitation for which was printed on the discarded
pages of a magazine (Figure 2). The text on the invitation begins “I, too, wondered whether I
could not sell something and succeed in life” and proceeds to foreground two aspects of the
artistic career that most artists avoided drawing attention to, at least at the time: that by making

1

2

Georg Lukács, History and Class Consciousness: Studies in Marxist Dialectics, trans. Rodney Livingstone
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1968), 86.
Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project, trans. Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1999), 7.
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art he was “inventing something insincere,” and that his gallery would take a 30% commission
from any sold artwork.3 Thus, during an era in which most artists demonstrated conviction in
their work’s sincerity and autonomy from market conditions, Broodthaers inaugurated his own
career by negating both.
Broodthaers became an artist during a time of mounting upheaval and indignant rebellion
by students, artists, and intellectuals, against conservative cultural institutions on one hand and a
concentration of political power, media influence, and rampant consumerism on the other.
Indeed, some of the twentieth century’s most impactful art movements played out against this
backdrop. The emergence of conceptual art, minimalism, and what would become widely known
as “institutional critique” highlighted the centrality of concerns about ossified definitions of art
and artistic technique, and the museological conditions that were involved in upholding the
artistic status quo. Pop art simultaneously glorified and travestied the aestheticization of
commodity and media spectacle. Situated among these movements that dominated his time,
Broodthaers at once reflects the above concerns while standing out from his contemporaries; he
dealt with these same topics, yet he did so not with vehement criticism nor revolutionary
pretense, but rather with amusement, irony, and acceptance.
It was during this fervorous period that Guy Debord published The Society of the
Spectacle (1967), writing: “The spectacle is the self-portrait of power in the age of power’s
totalitarian rule over the conditions of existence. The fetishistic appearance of pure objectivity in
spectacular relationships conceals their true character as relationships between human beings and
The full English translation of the invitation reads: “I, too, wondered whether I could not sell something and
succeed in life. For some time I have been good for nothing. I am forty years old… / Finally the idea of inventing
something insincere crossed my mind and I set to work straightaway. At the end of three months I showed what I
had produced to ph. Edouard Toussaint, the owner of the Galerie Saint Laurent. / But it is art, he said / and I will
willingly exhibit all of it. / Agreed, I replied. If I sell something, he takes 30%. / It seems these are the usual
conditions, some galleries take 75%. / What is it? In fact, objects.” Invitation to Moi aussi, je me suis demandé si je
ne pouvais pas vendre quelque chose et réussir dans la vie…, Galerie Saint Laurent, April 10-25, 1964.
3

2

between classes….”4 Debord’s position was but one of many indicating the perceived loss or
subsumption of authentic human interaction and forms of expression in the various apparatuses
of social control and stratification. For Debord this loss was epitomized by the ever-increasing
expansion of commodity production and exchange to a global scale, further exacerbating the
alienation of labor while emphasizing the supremacy of the consumer. Moreover, in Debord’s
view, visual culture had become enmeshed in the “spectacular,” behaving both as a mirror for
power structures and an instrument of control rather than a means of creative expression. His
evaluation also gave reason to the belief that art institutions, as bastions of culture and
enlightenment, ought to be the targets of revolution in order to revitalize the ethics of visual
culture and reclaim it from the perversion inflicted upon it by the incessant process of
commodification.
Debord’s perspective updates the earlier work of Walter Benjamin who had argued that,
contra the philosophy that visual culture had been overrun by economic interests, there was a
close link between modern visual and commodity cultures that marked them as co-emergent. He
traced the emergence of international spectacles in consumerism to the start of the nineteenth
century with the rise of the World Exhibition, which in turn is rooted in late-eighteenth century5
national exhibitions of industry: “World exhibitions are places of pilgrimage to the commodity
fetish … The framework of the entertainment industry has not yet taken shape; the popular
festival provides this.”6 We see here that despite the frustration felt by the creative class in the
1960s regarding the enmeshment of cultural and economic institutions and confusion between

4

Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle (New York: Zone Books, 1995), 19.

5

The first national exhibition of industry took place in 1798 on the Champ de Mars in Paris. Walter Benjamin, The
Arcades Project, trans. Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin (Cambridge: Harvard, 1999), 7.
6

Ibid.
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visual and commodity cultures, the phenomenon of commodity aestheticization in fact predates
the fine arts’ independence from the Parisian Salon. The model for such world exhibitions
resembles that of the annual Salon in which the year’s top artworks were shown en masse, not as
commodities but as a viewing spectacle open to visitors of all classes. The Salon, of course, has a
unique history that predates the industrial revolution and the notion of the commodity as it
functioned in the nineteenth century.
Although the Salon and world exhibitions differed greatly in origin and in the types and
purposes of objects that were exhibited, they shared their manner of aestheticized display and
their ability to provide crowds of people with entertainment. According to Benjamin, the world
exhibitions “create a framework in which [the commodity’s] use value recedes into the
background. They open a phantasmagoria which a person enters in order to be distracted.”7 That
the Salon and world exhibitions both generated mass spectacles that centered on the
connoisseurship of fine objects, be they art or commodity, created both an intellectual and
practical context for the conflation of the two. This conflation hinged on the manner of an
object’s display, for as Benjamin implied, it is the commodity’s exhibition without function that
leads to its diminished use value. The exhibited commodity, stripped of its use value yet with its
exchange value intact, differs fundamentally from art displayed at the Salon: artworks were not
for sale and thus lacked exchange value.8 However, to the visitor who sought only entertainment
at both World and Salon exhibitions, both artworks and commodities possessed aesthetic value.

7

Ibid.

8

This is not to say that there was no financial stake involved for artists who did or did not exhibit at the Salon: the
commissions, reputations, and cash prizes included with Salon medals could greatly benefit the careers of those who
exhibited.
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Broodthaers, though he lived during the twentieth century, had a strong affinity for the
nineteenth. His favorite poet was Stéphane Mallarmé, his favorite artist Antoine Wiertz, and he
once wrote “It is Ingres that interests me, it is not Cézanne or his apples.”9 Thus when
Broodthaers took part in the 1968 occupation of Brussels’ Palais des Beaux-Arts during the
climax of the student protests, as much as he shared his fellow occupiers’ goals of establishing a
Belgian museum of modern art, he also maintained ambivalence to the popular opinion that art’s
commodification was a detriment to its ethics. His position, as we shall see throughout this
thesis, better reflects Benjamin’s indication that art and commodity, in their modern forms of
exhibition, are co-emergent. Broodthaers’s statement in an Open Letter penned during the
occupation of the Palais des Beaux-Arts—“… for those who have not participated in these days
and who have despised them; you don’t need to feel that you sold out before having been bought,
or hardly”—appears to be a platitude.10 While the occupation and heightened sensitivity to
institutional success may, among more radical artists, have framed complacency with the
existing institutions as being akin to “selling out,” Broodthaers’s placid demeanor indicates that
he grasped what his colleagues could not. The ideological battle between artists who sought
financial success within the existing institutional framework and those who sought to overthrow
it was a binary founded on the false impression that art’s ethics had become jeopardized by
recent commodification, when in reality the conflation between art and commodity predates the
art market’s emergence.
The Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles took place over four years
(1968-1972) and comprised twelve individual iterations or “avatars.” Its diverse forms appeared

9

Marcel Broodthaers, 10,000 Francs Reward (New York: Printed Matter, 2016), 10.

10

Marcel Broodthaers, “A mes amis.” Open Letter, Palais des Beaux-Arts, Brussels. June 7, 1968.
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in seven separate cities across Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany. While most of the avatars
appeared consecutively in Broodthaers’s particular city of residence at a given time, some took
place at international exhibitions and fairs like Documenta 5 and the Kölnischer Kunstmarkt.
Two of the Musée’s avatars overlapped the durations of others: the Section Littéraire (19691972) which had no fixed location but took place on Musée letterhead and in correspondence,
and the Section Publicité (June 30 – October 8, 1972) which was one of three avatars occurring
at Documenta 5. One avatar, the Section Documentaire, took place on a single day in August,
1969, during a family trip to the seaside resort town of De Haan (Le Coq), Belgium. Of the
twelve Musée avatars, the most famous and best historicized was the Section des Figures (May
16 – July 9, 1972). It was the Musée’s most opulent display, comprising some three-hundred
objects that depicted eagles, and it best embodied the Musée’s name, for until that point the
Musée had exhibited scarcely any eagle-related material.11
The Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles was, as a whole, an artwork of
monumental proportions, but it also contained hundreds of things that can individually be called
artworks. These smaller works contributed to the larger project in that they constituted the
material of the Musée, they enhanced, substantiated, and concretized the fiction that was the
Musée, and they formed the metaphorical stage on which the Musée was performed. Individual
works Broodthaers made during the Musée period are sometimes overlooked and have, in some
important instances, never been examined in close detail nor considered as major works in
themselves. Furthermore, due to Broodthaers’s tendency to recycle images and ideas, objects that
Very few likenesses of eagles appeared in works associated with the Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des
Aigles before the Section des Figures in 1972. The first was a single plastic plaque in the Industrial Poems series
titled Chez votre fournisseur (Le Vinaigre des Aigles) (1968). The work references the poem O Mélancolie. Aigre
château des aigles from La Bête Noire (1961). The plaque depicts the silhouetted heads of two birds facing one
another next to the shape of a vinegar bottle. Later, at the Section Cinéma, a tiny eagle figurine was placed atop a
piano and another was placed in a chest along with a few photographs of eagles (see Thierry de Duve’s forthcoming
book Duchamp’s Telegram (London: Reaktion), Chapter 13 footnote 12).
11

6

sporadically appeared throughout multiple avatars and that bear crucial connections to other
works become muddled among the already-perplexing nuances of the original instances of their
exhibition. As we shall see in the following chapters, this has indeed been the case with what I
identify as one of Broodthaers’s most significant overlooked works.
On March 22, 1971, Broodthaers appeared in an advertisement for van Laack clothing, a
German luxury clothing brand, modelling an elegant button-up shirt (Figure 3). The ad, which
was published on page 166 of the popular weekly news magazine Der Spiegel, appeared to be
little more than a typical commercial. It contains a portrait of Broodthaers clad in one of van
Laack’s checked collared shirts, and beneath the image in bold type is the phrase, “Of course, for
the price of one van Laack shirt you could buy two others.”12 In smaller text the ad provides
some information on the quality of the materials used and the shirt’s price range, and smaller still
is a caption directly below Broodthaers’s portrait, which reads, “The Director of the Musée d’Art
Moderne, Département des Aigles refuses to wear the van Laack monocle.”13 The ad, however,
reveals neither Broodthaers’s name nor the Musée’s location (at that time the Musée existed in its
seventh avatar, the Section Cinéma, in the cellar of Burgplatz 12, Düsseldorf). To most of the
magazine’s German readership save for the spare few members of the artworld who already had
knowledge of Broodthaers’s Musée and the Düsseldorf residents or visitors who had the good
fortune to attend it, Broodthaers would have appeared anonymous in the ad. Therefore, the ad
cannot be considered as a celebrity endorsement, the likes of which some famous artists had
already done (see Chapter 2). For all intents and purposes, it was a normal advertisement.

12

Natürlich bekommen Sie für den Preis eines van Laack Hemdes zwei andere.

Der Directeur du Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles, weigerte sich, das van Laack Monokel zu
tragen.
13
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A visual analysis of the ad, however, reveals connections to an artwork Broodthaers had
made the previous year—connections that lay magazine readers could not have perceived. The
pose he strikes in the ad is reminiscent of his 1970 assemblage, Untitled (General with Cigar),
made using a painted portrait Broodthaers had purchased at a flea market, and a burnt cigar butt
(Figure 4). To make Untitled (General with Cigar), which I will refer to throughout this thesis as
the General, Broodthaers cut a hole in the figure’s mouth and inserted the cigar butt to give the
appearance that the painted general had been smoking a real cigar. The striking compositional
similarities between the General and Broodthaers’s pose in the ad encourage comparisons
between the two portraits that indicate Broodthaers had the former in mind when constructing his
pose for van Laack. Both figures are positioned at dead center in the frame with their gaze fixed
directly at the viewer. Each is illuminated from the left side with the right side of the face cast in
shadow. The most significant link between the two, however, is that in Broodthaers’s portrait his
cigar, too, appears to have been lit and then extinguished—a conclusion I have drawn after close
examination of both printed copies and high-resolution digital images of the advertisement. This
is evident due to the greyed, ashen tip of Broodthaers cigar, and the absence of smoke that would
have been illuminated by the photograph’s harsh lighting and would likely also have created a
hazy effect in the sharp photograph if the cigar were lit (see Chapters 1 and 2). Broodthaers’s
imitation of the General’s pose and his manipulation of the ad in the subsequent work Ma
Collection (1971) (see Chapter 3) have led me to the conclusion that the ad was, from its
inception, an artwork rather than a benign advertisement, and thus I refer to it throughout this
study as the van Laack ad.
More than simply being a novel experimentation in artistic technique, the van Laack ad
engages many of the central themes Broodthaers addressed during his career—not only after he
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embraced the profession of “artist,” but also in the very dichotomy between written text and art
objects that motivated him to abandon the title “poet.” Broodthaers’s decision to become an artist
(at least, the public image he nurtured, which must always be perceived with some irony) was
predicated on both a feigned belief in this dichotomy of text and artworks, and an ambivalent
desire to earn a better living by selling objects. The van Laack ad, as I demonstrate, is one of
Broodthaers’s most brilliant explorations of these themes. Under the guise of an innocent
advertisement, numerous other major themes that reappear throughout Broodthaers’s oeuvre
coalesce in the van Laack ad and its spinoff, Ma Collection, including the phenomenon of art
collection and institutional definition of art. I therefore conclude that although the van Laack ad
has never been deemed a major item in Broodthaers’s formidable albeit abstruse body of work, it
should be considered among the Belgian artist’s most significant artworks.
The structure of this thesis follows the chronological arc of Broodthaers’s career-long
preoccupation with the dichotomy between literature and art, otherwise expressed as texts and
“objects” (as he referred to artworks in the Galerie Saint-Laurent invitation). At the same time, I
develop a parallel theoretical analysis of Broodthaers’s experimentation with what could be
called “art” and the ontological implications such a designation held in comparison with
something that is not called “art.” One of Broodthaers’s motivations, explored through this study,
was a desire to create things that would function as art, yet whose status as art would not
sequester them from other forms of perception—primarily the form of reading, as one does with
written language. This interest matured throughout Broodthaers’s career and I examine how he
developed various ways of materializing the dichotomy which not only exemplified an inherent
dilemma in art but also managed to adapt the dichotomy in order to defend art’s ethics during a
time period that financial and canonical success was perceived by some as “selling out.” The van
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Laack ad was one such adaptation that demonstrated, more than any other of Broodthaers’s
works, that an artwork can be made to behave as though it is not simply one thing at a time,
thereby avoiding the categorical limitations that are so often imposed on art—a key paradox that
I examine in the following chapters.
Chapter 1 focuses on Broodthaers’s series of vacuum-formed plastic plaques made from
1968 to 1972, which are often referred to as Industrial Poems. The plaques were fabricated using
a technique that was, at the time, commonly employed in the manufacture of commercial and
municipal signage. The plaques often drew text directly from his poetry and Open Letters, yet
they were never meant to be read as though they were poems, despite their unofficial title.
Following Pense-Bête, the Industrial Poems were Broodthaers’s first major ongoing exploration
of how the literary characteristics of a poem or text contained within an artwork becomes
secondary to the work’s art status when it is displayed as art in an art institution. I determine that
the Industrial Poems were a key step in the evolution of Broodthaers’s question of whether an
object’s art status precluded the possibility for it to function outside the art context, setting the
parameters for his goals for the van Laack ad.
Chapter 2 develops a comparative analysis between the van Laack ad and Untitled
(General with Cigar). I interpret Broodthaers’s pose in the ad, with its many nuanced references
to the General, as a recreation of the latter that would ensure the ad’s art status even though it
circulated in print. The chapter explores the ontological limitations that are imposed on objects
when they become works of art and how Broodthaers used his sophisticated understanding of
these limitations to produce an unprecedented creative gesture that enabled the van Laack ad to
evade categorization. I situate the van Laack ad among changing notions of artistic autonomy
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and the relationship between art, advertising, and commodity in the 1970s, examining
Broodthaers’s unique perspectives on how these changes effected the art world at the time.
Chapter 3 focuses on Ma Collection, a collage-like framed diptych that displayed dozens
of miniature reproductions of exhibition posters, invitations, catalogues, and an original copy of
Der Spiegel opened to display the van Laack ad (Figure 5). A unique work, Ma Collection
functions as a catalogue raisonné in which Broodthaers first publicly acknowledged that the van
Laack ad was an artwork and that Der Spiegel was the ad’s venue for exhibition. Furthermore,
Ma Collection establishes a major connection between van Laack ad and a number of
Broodthaers’s artworks and exhibitions that center around Stéphane Mallarmé. Ma Collection
draws the ad’s meaning into broader and more complex theoretical propositions regarding
Broodthaers’s recurring and elliptical notion of figure zero.
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Chapter 1: Deceptive Poetics: Text and Object in Broodthaers’s Industrial Poems
“[The Plaques] refer to something other than themselves, they refer to an approach that does not
necessarily concern the ‘Arts Plastiques’14 – Marcel Broodthaers

In March 1971, in the midst of his four-year stint as the director of the fictional Musée
d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles, Marcel Broodthaers made an unusual appearance in the
popular German weekly news magazine, Der Spiegel. What made Broodthaers’s appearance out
of the ordinary is that he was neither the author of a poem, an article, nor the subject of an
interview, as was usually the case when he was featured in print. On this occasion Broodthaers
was a model, posing in an advertisement for van Laack luxury menswear. The advertisement is
puzzling in that, although the language of advertising was familiar to Broodthaers, this is the
only occasion upon which he appeared in an advertisement for someone else’s product. He had
frequently toyed with advertising in other instances and in various formats, such as in his
exhibition invitations, that were sometimes printed on old magazine pages, or, as I will describe
throughout this chapter, in a series of plastic plaques, collectively titled Industrial Poems, that
stylistically imitate commercial signage. In all of these other instances, however, the objects and
images Broodthaers made were exhibited and identifiable as art, and naturally, as the artist
responsible for their creation, he signed them and claimed their authorship. But the van Laack ad
stands apart from these previous works because it bears no signature—not even his name. And
since the van Laack ad was not directly attributed to him, it has escaped inclusion in critical
assessments of Broodthaers work: it has never been regarded as a significant part of his oeuvre.
A closer analysis of the van Laack ad and the context surrounding its creation reveals that
it was indeed a major work, perhaps representing the pinnacle of Broodthaers’s interrogation of
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the connections that link art and the world of commerce. The van Laack ad can be considered to
represent the culmination of a core theme that permeated various phases of Broodthaers’s work:
the tendency for an object’s characteristics such as text or poetry to become secondary to its
status as “art” once that object is baptized as a “work of art.” For Broodthaers this dilemma
manifested itself predominantly in his prolonged division between poetry and visual art, having
used their apparent mutual exclusivity as a pretense to forsake the former vocation in favor of the
latter. Broodthaers inherited the text-versus-image paradigm from René Magritte, and the
question of whether a poem could exist, in its own right, within a work of visual art was a
protracted issue at stake throughout the Industrial Poems. At the foundation of this question,
however, is Broodthaers’s understanding, whether intuitive or outwardly acknowledged, that in a
post-Duchampian art world anything that was given the name “Art” by the social and
institutional apparatuses that consecrate the status of art will be art first and anything else
second.15 Such was the fate of the Industrial Poems—a reality Broodthaers likely understood
even as he continued to produce them until 1972 when he officially shuttered the Musée for
good. The van Laack ad remains the only one of Broodthaers’s works to successfully behave
simultaneously as an artwork within a conventional artworld framework and as an entity
completely separate from the idea of Art—i.e., a functional advertisement—and maintains the
ability to do so without either aspect of the ad limiting the other’s potential.
I interpret Broodthaers’s seemingly bizarre product endorsement placed in the German
weekly news magazine as the conclusion to his goal for the Industrial Poems to express an
artistic duality that was not foreclosed by the limitless umbrella of Art. In order to make this

Broodthaers’s awareness of this aspect of art in the 1960s is among the reasons Thierry de Duve has argued that
Broodthaers apprehended the meaning and implications of Duchamp’s “telegram” better than any other artist of the
“conceptual” generation.
15
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case, however, it is first necessary to examine the role that poetry played in his career after he
embraced the profession of “artist.” Spanning the four years of Broodthaers’s Musée period he
produced thirty-six different plaques in editions of seven composing the Industrial Poems series,
plus some unique variations (Figure 6). He had these manufactured using a process that placed a
single sheet of heated plastic overtop of a wooden matrix and then, with a vacuum mechanism,
suctioned the material into the form of the template. Employing this process, which Broodthaers
likened to “making waffles,” he embossed the plaques with poetry, illustrations, and textual
elements that often refer back to his earlier poems, artworks, and other common themes
expressed in his work.16 Although the plaques differ greatly in appearance, all of them use the
vernacular of commercial or industrial signage. By manipulating and presenting text and poetry
in this unusual format, the plaques resist simple categorization as being either textual or objectlike in character.
Broodthaers’s use of this format, which began just months before the founding of his
museum, signaled a conceptual shift away from his early works, which usually materialized in
more conventional forms such as sculptures made of cast iron pots full of mussel shells,
paintings, and “wall-pieces” of accumulated egg shells, texts, and films. After 1968 he began to
cultivate internal contradictions within individual works and to conceive of grand-scale projects
that imitated the structures of art institutions in such a way as to probe the very conventions of
the art system itself. Many of these works made during his Musée period follow a tendency to
straddle an invisible barrier between text and object in order to reveal the ontological limitations
that this duality imposes on the artwork. The Industrial Poems are emblematic of this shift. Maria
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Gilissen Broodthaers recalls that at this point “Broodthaers already claimed to want to ‘deny as
much as possible the meaning of the word as well as that of the image.’”17
It is in this dimension that the Industrial Poems are most successful—they seem to
operate simultaneously on the plane of language and object. However, their form demands that
they be interpreted either as text or as object, but not both. In order to read the work as a poem,
one must ignore its objecthood to enter into the text. Conversely, to experience it as an object
demands to conceptually compress its contents and appraise it as a whole, unitary entity. This
logic, we shall see, was one Broodthaers invoked repeatedly in the works that grappled with his
transition from poet to artist. Yet no matter which interpretive dimension one commits to, the
specter of its opposite remains present. The poem is contained in an artwork, and the artwork
contains a poem. Within this circular logic, the Industrial Poems play the role of double agent:
operating on two opposing sides simultaneously, it can only fully embody one form—either
artwork or poem—by suppressing the other. At least, this is what the Industrial Poems attempt to
do.
Although the format of the Industrial Poems complicates the figure-ground relationship
between the textual content and its physical materiality, the agency of its textual character is
curtailed when it is inevitably subsumed by the plaque’s nature as an art object. This occurs
when, according to Benjamin H.D. Buchloh, the Industrial Poems “replace the direct and
instrumental language of political polemic and communication with that of the allegorical speech
of art about art; and they assume the guise of an advertising device announcing its own status as
discursive aesthetic object.”18 The plaques’ nature as artwork causes the text they contain to aid
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the art’s objecthood. The words become a formal and material element rather than a linguistic
one, and the artwork, as a whole, asserts its objecthood rather than the text’s message. But their
self-categorization goes even further: not only do they literally announce their objecthood by
virtue of their form (they are, after all, signs), but also the work’s linguistic character is
superseded by its objecthood as a condition of its very existence as art. In other words, due to the
Industrial Poems’ presentation (i.e., in an art gallery or a museum—real or fictional), the
aesthetic experience necessarily frames them as artworks. Thus, when Buchloh writes “Poetic
text, artistic object, discursive classification, and institutional demarcation are all literally made
‘of a piece,’ and of one material; in their final format they are framed as mere advertisement, and
in their final form they are contained as mere object,” the implication is that the plaque’s
attempted dualism is amputated. All that remains—indeed, all that was ever there—is its core
status: that of the art object.19
The self-nomination that Buchloh refers to wherein the artwork advertises its own
ontological status is precisely what determines the outcome of the Industrial Poems’ dialectic:
poetic potential is foreclosed by its aesthetic limitation. The very same industrial manufacturing
process that molds it into existence seals its fate as an object, ruining its textual potential. This is
not to say that the text cannot be read after it has been imprinted in plastic. Rather, its content,
whatever that may be, is compressed within the frame of the object itself. Broodthaers describes
this aspect of the work as:
a speculation about a difficulty of reading induced by the use of this material… The
reading is impeded by the aspect of the image of the text and vice versa. The stereotypical
character of both text and image is defined by the technique of the plastic. And the
proposed reading depends on a double level – each being of a negative attitude, which
seems to me to be the artistic attitude itself: not to situate the message entirely on one side,
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image or text. That is to say, the refusal to deliver a clear message – as if this role were not
incumbent upon the artist, and by extension upon all producers with an economic interest.20
For Broodthaers there is a clear link between the authoritative presentation of text and image and
the inherent insincerity in the conventions of display that inevitably results in a loss of meaning:
“To my mind, there can be no direct connection between art and message, especially if the
message is political, without running the risk of being burned by the artifice.”21 In other words,
the risk of the artwork’s “message,” or its content being overshadowed by its objecthood is there
by design. In this capacity, the Industrial Poems are pure artifice since the artworks and the
messages they contain are, to use Buchloh’s words, “of a piece.” Broodthaers had already come
to lament this aspect of objecthood by the beginning of the Musée period. When asked in a 1969
interview broadcast on the public television station Radio Télévision Belge whether he believed
the direct message he attempted to communicate through his objects was understood, he replied:
“No, not at all … no matter what we do, what we say, these things are virtually taken over and
emptied of their real content. Especially in the field of the visual arts, since objects fit into it,
things become commodities.”22 Here he not only acknowledges the ability for the artwork to be
drained of its content in the context of its display as art but he also emphasizes the exacerbating
effect that art’s commodification has on the phenomenon. But while the problem of the artwork’s
simplification into mere “object” or “commodity” may have been unavoidable in the context of
the artworld, setting another context may indeed protect the work from this type of reduction in
meaning. By adapting an idea which, within the artworld, could be taken for nothing other than
art, and instead displaying it as a magazine advertisement, Broodthaers could completely avoid
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the challenge of its meaning being overridden by its art status. Furthermore, commodification is
so inherent to the format of the advertisement that in this setting a work’s commodification could
hardly be interpreted as a detriment but rather as a necessary condition of its existence. With this
pivot from the gallery to the magazine, Broodthaers finally achieved the ability to make art that
would function just as effectively as an object as it would the message contained within the
object.
Although the format of the legitimate advertisement was new and revolutionary for
Broodthaers, the van Laack ad appears to be the only instance that he made use of it. It seems
likely that his ambition was not to linger in this ambiguous artistic domain, but to use it as a
means to resolve the seemingly unsolvable problem of whether the artwork’s status as such
would inevitably subsume its content. The apparent resolution provided by the van Laack ad put
this query to rest and, I believe, liberated Broodthaers from the text-image paradox altogether
and enabled him to contest the conventions of the art object on its own turf: the museum. After
the van Laack ad’s publication Broodthaers redoubled his efforts to problematize the display and
collection of objects and the differentiation between art and non-art objects within the
institutional setting. We see these concepts in action in his next major work, Ma Collection
(1971), in which he constructs a miniature collection of his own work (see Chapter 3), and in his
magnum opus, the Section des Figures (1972).
While the course of his Musée period saw the use of an enormous number of varied
techniques, Broodthaers never ceased to make use of similar themes and foundational works
from early in his career, particularly with regard to his poetic past. Indeed, from one path of
inquiry to the next, Broodthaers reiterated and recycled similar topics and formats. Such was the
case from the very moment that he announced the end of his career as a poet and the beginning
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of his new career as an artist with the pseudo-symbolic act of embedding what remained of his
last poetry edition, Pense-Bête, into wet plaster. This gesture, which inaugurated Broodthaers’s
career as an artist, depended upon the very same poetry-versus-art object dichotomy that the
Industrial Poems did: in order for the object to be art, the poetry must be unreadable, and in order
for the poetry to be readable, one must wrench it from the artwork and destroy it. His work as an
artist has always depended on this poetic appropriation and re-presentation of his past
production. The Industrial Poems were borne of a similar regenerative adaptation stemming from
his Open Letter of June 27th, 1968 written from Kassel, shortly after his occupation of the
Belgian Palais des Beaux-Arts the previous month, which contained the poems “Académie III,”
“Le noir et le rouge,” and the text beginning “Un cube, une sphere, une pyramide” (Figure 7).
These he would transcribe directly to create the textual content for his early plaque works,
Académie I, Académie II and Tirage Illimité (all 1968) (Figures 8-10).23 What differentiates the
recycling Broodthaers carried out in the Industrial Poems from that in Pense-Bête and his other
early works is that even though the latter contained poetry, they were clearly sculptures and did
not provide an alternative means of interpretation aside from the natural spatial and aesthetic
one. The Industrial Poems, on the other hand, attempted to negate these same conditions by
pitting their linguistic and objective characteristics against one another in the futile dialectic
which Broodthaers already knew could only turn out to favor objecthood in a gallery setting.
But, as we have already seen, during his transitions between artistic phases he held onto certain
topics. In this regard, the apparent failure of the Industrial Poems text to escape objecthood
becomes the blueprint for the van Laack ad.
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While the van Laack ad conceptually operates in the same manner as the Industrial
Poems, its format as a print advertisement, as opposed to plastic plaque, makes it appear to be in
a class of its own. The two forms merge, however, when we consider that the Industrial Poems’
form is that of the industrial sign with a base function to advertise not simply banal information
but their status as both art and commodity. It is clear from his writing that Broodthaers was both
critical of and resigned to art’s rapid commodification—a process which had accelerated “to the
point where artistic and commercial values have become superimposed.”24 At the same time, he
claimed not to be opposed to blurring the boundary between commodity and art,25 and wrote
matter-of-factly: “There can be several theories in Art – but only one (common) practice, that of
merchandise.”26 To this effect, the van Laack ad materialized the inevitable superimposition of
aesthetic and economic values that art suffers from once it has entered an exchange economy in
exactly the way that the Industrial Poems had. But unlike the plaques whose content and critical
mobility is necessarily inhibited by its condition as art, thus attenuating any attempts to
transverse the categorical boundary between literature and object, the van Laack ad’s setting
offered a vital exception. The print advertising format flattens object and text into one surface in
the very same way the plaques’ embossing process does, but side-steps the art institution’s effect
of limiting its definition. No meaning is sacrificed to art-world commodification since the ad
itself could not be bought, sold or valued by collectors. Furthermore, the work's commodification
cannot come as a loss when it was from its inception simultaneously an instrument of the
consumer economy. This is where the van Laack advertisement completes the charge of the
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Industrial Poem by embedding the textual and objective elements of an Industrial Poem into the
unifying edifice of the advertisement. Broodthaers finally overcomes the problem of negation by
leapfrogging the inhibiting parameters of the one-off art object altogether.
A close reading of the van Laack ad reveals further information that suggests that it was,
indeed, a significant turning point for Broodthaers. The ad appeared in March, 1971, toward the
tail end of the Industrial Poems series, and just two months after the January opening of the
Musée’s seventh avatar, the Section Cinéma. As I wrote in the introduction, the image depicts
Broodthaers, clad in one of van Laack’s fashionable patterned shirts, standing upright, with his
shoulders held back in an assertive, dignified posture. One hand rests authoritatively on his belt,
and the other is poised as if to reach for the cigar that hangs from the side of his mouth.
Dramatically illuminated, the side on which Broodthaers holds the cigar stands bright against the
black background, while his other side is cast in shadow. The stark light against the cigar reveals
that it is not lit—any smoke emanating from it would be clearly visible against the dark
background—yet close inspection indicates that its tip is ashen. The image bears the caption
“The director of the Museum of Modern Art, Department of Eagles, refuses to wear the van
Laack monocle.”27
This caption (discussed in further detail in Chapter 2), and Broodthaers’s pose, offer an
important set of clues that hint at the industrially poetic nature of the advertisement by making a
layered reference to his work from the previous year, Untitled (General with Cigar), based on
the image of a French military officer depicted in a painting that he had recently purchased at a
flea market. In the van Laack ad, Broodthaers assumes the position of the General, equating the
role of the museum director to that of a top-ranked military officer.
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Broodthaers later commented on the General in Dix mille francs de récomponse (10,000
Francs Reward), a 1974 text published in Catalogue/Catalogus, an exhibition catalogue/artist
book that accompanied his one-man show at the Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels (Figure 11).
In the text, which was presented as though it was an interview between Broodthaers and Irmeline
Lebeer but was, in fact, written exclusively by Broodthaers, the “interviewer” asks, “Is [Untitled
(General with Cigar)] the art of portraiture?” Broodthaers replies, “I prefer to believe it is a
pedagogical object. It is necessary to unveil, whenever possible, the secret of art – the dead
general smokes an extinguished cigar.”28 Cryptic as ever, it is not quite evident in which way the
General offers his pedagogy. But what is evident is Broodthaers’s belief in the art system’s
power of ridding things that are called artworks of their meaning. As an emblem of power,
similar to how the eagle is an emblem of power, the General represents a usurped authority,
dressed in fatigues but unable to enforce his decree. The General’s cigar is extinguished because
with no power, and at the mercy of a higher authority, the painting only enforces the idea of
artwork’s objecthood as a whole, rather than what this individual artwork depicts—the cigar
cannot be lit any more than the General can give orders.
One possible interpretation of why General with Cigar is a pedagogical object is as
follows. As an art object, the painted General does not, as Broodthaers suggests, reveal any
secrets of art—it is simply an assemblage of found items in the same vein as works by artists
ranging from Marcel Duchamp to Robert Rauschenberg. But when Broodthaers re-enacts
General and publishes it, forcing it into the role of a ‘reciprocal readymade’ (i.e., uses the
artwork as a functional object) by extracting all the General’s visual material and distributing it
into an entirely different economy (that of the news magazine), the clarity of its lesson comes
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into focus. Broodthaers reveals that art can be made to keep its meaning, and therefore its power,
to do what neither the General nor the Industrial Poems could, by denying it the possibility of
being defined exclusively as art.
The completion of the van Laack ad signals Broodthaers’s departure from the paradox of
language versus object: it seems that, after 1971, he had become less troubled by this supposed
barrier. Buchloh writes, “since 1968 Broodthaers’s work was increasingly motivated by a desire
to contest these aesthetic practices on their own territory and in their own terms.”29 In order to do
this more successfully, Buchloh goes on, “his own work had to engage in a mimicry of those
dominant stylistic fashions that rapidly emerged and succeeded one another after the mid1960s.”30 This statement is predominantly associated with Broodthaers’s increased focus on the
Musée and the buildup to the Section des Figures, and rightfully so since the majority of his
subsequent work was concerned with mimicking museological convention and developing the
depth of the Musée’s fiction. But contesting aesthetic practices on their own territory and in their
own terms also meant genuinely engaging in real advertising, particularly because advertisement
was an inescapable formal aspect of the Industrial Poems. By doing so Broodthaers used the van
Laack ad to access the liminal space in which an artwork could retain its meaning but also retain
its status as art. After the success of the advertisement, for its remaining duration, the Musée
d’Art Moderne seems to focus fully on the figurative nature of the art world, on its own territory,
in its own terms. Likewise, the Industrial Poems made after 1971 become increasingly mimetic
of traditional signage used to “advertise” his museum or are otherwise more figurative than the
early plaques, displaying abstracted shapes and fewer texts (Figure 12).
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Although Broodthaers continued making plaques for at least a year after the van Laack
ad, the project’s conceptual conclusion is evidenced by the opening of the seventh incarnation of
the Musée d’Art Moderne, the Section Cinéma, which was housed in a Düsseldorf cellar in
January, 1971. It opened only two months prior to publication of the van Laack advertisement.
Inside the Section Cinéma everything from the objects to the walls, ceiling beam, and projection
screens were labelled with “fig. 0,” “fig. 1,” “fig. 2,” “fig. 12,” “fig. 21,” and “fig. A" (Figure
13). Furthermore, when it was later acquired and exhibited in the Mönchengladbach Museum,
Broodthaers altered the title of the ensemble to Theorie des Figures.31 Here it is clearly evident
that Broodthaers’s focus had already turned to the conventions of institutional labelling and
presentation of objects. From this point on, the Musée focused almost exclusively on figures,
both in the sense of index figures that are used in texts and museums alike, and the figure as
embodied in a physical object. This culminated soon afterwards with the Section des Figures, an
exhibition that specifically addressed these conditions within the art institution, illuminating the
naming process that Buchloh referred to, which was responsible for limiting the textual focus of
any object within its purview.
The appearance of the van Laack advertisement at the same moment as Broodthaers’s
turn to figures can be understood as a symbolic epitaph to the linguistic-objective paradox that
had run through the Industrial Poems and had also been present throughout much of his pre-1971
work. The success of the Industrial Poem, once it had been reformatted into a magazine
advertisement, raises questions about the modifier ‘industrial,’ and the power of determination
that industry has over our relationships with images, texts, objects, and art.
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It now seems clear in retrospect that, given Broodthaers’s commentary on the
corporatization and commodification of the art world, his notion of industry goes beyond the
production and exchange of goods to encompass their collection and presentation as well. This
interplay between artistic and industrial techniques and the confluence of museological and
commercial themes in both the Industrial Poems and the van Laack ad critically enact the
synthesis of art and commerce referred to by Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s concept of
the “culture industry.”32 Moreover, Broodthaers’s enactment delves into the diminishing effect
that commodification has on meaning once things are given art status. Following these links, the
act of bestowing art status can itself be seen as an industrializing force, insofar as to
contextualize any object as an objet d’art inserts it into an art economy that inflates specific
types of aesthetic and commodity value while impairing its ability to function outside the
artworld. With this in mind, we must ask what mobility and, indeed, legitimacy the Industrial
Poems have as an apparent attempt to test any boundaries between the worlds of object and text.
Their status as art was already determined. Therefore, their function as “advertisements,” can
only be directed within the institutional framework of art, as if to do nothing else but remind the
other objects in the museum that the fate of the poem (and here “poem” can be replaced with any
object that can be turned into a work of art) is preordained within the art world, just as the actual
poem on each plaque is fused with its material substrate.
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Chapter 2. The Portrait and the Pedagogical Object:
Recreating Untitled (General with Cigar) (1970)

Nested between an article on the American novelist Norman Mailer and another on the
Hollywood film industry, the image of Broodthaers in Der Spiegel, was, in nearly every way, a
typical advertisement. It bore the van Laack company’s logo, boastful copy detailing the
garment’s superior quality and the catchphrase “The shirt fit for kings.”33 The only thing that
might betray that the advertisement was also an artwork was the picture’s caption: “The
Directeur du Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles refuses to wear the van Laack
monocle.”34 The van Laack ad did not identify Broodthaers by name, nor did it reveal the
Musée’s location. What Broodthaers had issued in Der Spiegel was, in fact, both an ad and an
artwork in disguise—one that infiltrated and participated in consumer culture without detection
and thereby functioned effectively as an advertisement. However, as an artwork it imitated an
instrument of consumerism in order to draw attention to the aesthetic consequences of the
artworld’s increasing commodification and corporatization. In this chapter I examine the
aesthetic consequences of the artwork that is made into an instrument of the consumer economy
and situate it in a sequence of pre- and post-Duchampian notions of artistic categories.
By the 1970s Broodthaers was far from the first artist to participate in product
endorsements or to broach the theme of advertising in his work. In Russia, prior to World War II,
Constructivism had been closely linked with graphic design, propaganda and advertising.
Likewise, in Western Europe, the Bauhaus school integrated principles of graphic and product
design with the fine arts. In 1939 the now-defunct New York department store Bonwit Teller
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“Der Directeur du Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles weigerte sich das van Laack Monokel zu
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commissioned Salvador Dalí to design window displays. Following the war, the same store went
on to commission displays from Jasper Johns and Robert Rauschenberg in 1955 (under the
pseudonym Matson Jones), Johns by himself in 1957, James Rosenquist in 1959 and Andy
Warhol in 1961. Dalí, whose fame extended beyond the relatively esoteric art world, appeared in
a number of magazine and television commercials throughout the 1960s and ‘70s, advertising
products ranging from Lanvin chocolates to Datsun automobiles (Figure 14). Warhol began his
career in the 1950s as a commercial and advertising artist, first gaining artworld notoriety
through his mechanically produced paintings and silkscreens of everyday consumer goods. By
1985, just two years before his death, Warhol had come full-circle with his Ads Series, a
collection of screen-printed works reproducing mainstream advertisements made by brands
including Apple, Chanel, Paramount Pictures, and Volkswagen (Figure 15). But unlike the above
genuine advertisements and artworks that appropriated advertisements, which were undoubtedly
ground-breaking yet nevertheless fit into existing categories, Broodthaers’s endorsement for van
Laack eludes such straightforward classification. To better understand the dualistic nature that
enables the van Laack ad to evade a decisive categorical grouping, it is necessary to examine two
of Broodthaers’s adjacent creations, one from before and the other from after the ad first
appeared.
The first work is the assemblage titled General with Cigar, made using an oil painting of
a French military general (who bore a strong resemblance to Maréchal Philippe Pétain, Chief of
State under Nazi-collaborating Vichy France) and into whose mouth Broodthaers cut a hole in
order to insert the burnt butt of a cigar. On the back side of the General’s canvas Broodthaers
wrote “So what Karl? Sigmund?” (Figure 16).35 The second, mentioned briefly in the previous
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chapter, is the fabricated interview Broodthaers released four years later in Catalogue/Catalogus
titled “10,000 Francs Reward.” It is worth mentioning that although he wrote the parts of both
interviewer and interviewee, it bore no typographical distinction between questions and answers,
and thus has the appearance of a poem or essay). In this little publication he ascribed unexpected
importance to General with Cigar when he answered the “interviewer’s” question “Is this the art
of portraiture?” with the statement I now quote in full:
I prefer to believe it is a pedagogical object. It is necessary to unveil, whenever possible,
the secret of art – the dead general smokes an extinguished cigar. As such I have made,
together with [Fémur d’Homme Belge, 1965], two useful objects. I would have liked to
have made others that gave me as much satisfaction. But I distrusted the genre. The
portrait and the femur seemed to me to have the virtue of eroding the falsification
inherent in culture.36
Curiously, aside from its mention in the interview and a small photograph of it on the
opposite page, he never returned to the General—conspicuously at least—as he had done with
other works or themes such as the Industrial Poems that clearly reproduced texts from his Open
Letters, often word for word. If Broodthaers’s goal was, as he stated, to unveil the secret of art
wherever possible, why did the General, one of his two supposedly “useful objects,” not figure
more prominently in his subsequent works?
As it turns out, Broodthaers did revisit the General by way of the van Laack ad, which
was, in the most literal sense, useful.37 The ad’s usefulness, however, depended upon its art
However, Broodthaers’s reference to the work as a “useful object” raises questions of Marxian notions of use value
as it pertains to art (see footnote 31). A further removed and perhaps coincidental connection between the General
and Marx, comes with a degree of separation when the General is restaged as the van Laack ad. The most
commonly reproduced photograph of Marx by John Mayal from 1875 depicts the former wearing a monocle around
his neck, to which the ad’s caption that Broodthaers “refuses to wear the van Laack monocle” might refer.
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The General’s “usefulness” activated through the van Laack ad also draws a clear connection to the Marxian
concept of “use value.” While artworks do not have use value, the General reconceived as the van Laack ad brings
the work much closer to having a potential use value and therefore being “useful.” The advertisement is not itself a
commodity in the strictest sense, but it is a functional entity whose utility serves a corporation in the sale of
commodities.
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status remaining unacknowledged, so it could not, therefore, appear to be a conspicuous
recreation of a previous work. We have already seen that Broodthaers’s pose in the van Laack ad
mimics that of the General, right down to his authoritative posture, which metonymically
supplants the General’s uniform, since a museum director cannot wear military fatigues and
decorations. Therefore, when Broodthaers casts himself in the role of the “dead general” in the
van Laaack ad, the ad, too, becomes a “pedagogical object.” The question remains what
pedagogy was he offering with these works? The answer may be alluded to within the same
passage in 10,000 Francs Reward, as we shall now see.
Although he professes a distrust for “the genre,” which I take, based on my analysis of
the Industrial Poems in Chapter 1, to mean the genre of autonomous, meaning-laden objets d’art,
the van Laack ad provides Broodthaers with the ideal opportunity to probe the perceived
“falsification inherent in culture” that he associates with artworks. Thus, by publicly falsifying
himself under the guise of a fictional museum director in the van Laack ad and, by the same
token, using the ad’s non-artworld setting to prevent its reduction to an object with art status,
Broodthaers determines that perceiving an object as artwork is the crucial step to its falsification.
With the ad’s publication in a magazine rather than an art institution Broodthaers submits the
determination of the ad’s status as artwork to the general readership of Der Spiegel where there
is little chance it will be perceived as art, and reduces the chance for the ad’s critical ability to be
limited by its art status. Similar to the way in which the Industrial Poems require viewers to
choose whether a plaque is a figurative or a textual work, the van Laack ad must be perceived as
either a commercial endeavor by the van Laack company or as an artwork by Broodthaers. The
key difference, however, is that although a single viewer may determine that the van Laack ad is
an artwork (and that its function is therefore aesthetic), its wide distribution in a major magazine
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ensures its continuing operation as an ad. As a pedagogue, his lesson is this: the designation of
“work of art” forces an object to hierarchize its ontological characteristics, and its art status must
sit atop this hierarchy; an object that cannot be categorized exclusively as an artwork because it
is made to operate in an economy different than the artworld must then follow the rules and
conventions of that other economy.
The above appraisal of the artwork’s status as object superseding its content depends on a
conception of the artwork’s supposed autonomy from such conditions as its location of display,
patronage, and function that, prior to relatively modern times, were usually interdependent.
Much of Western art until the Renaissance, for instance, was religious in theme and function. In
this context an artwork’s success was tethered in part to its ability to invigorate religious values
and experiences within the Christian Church. However, over the centuries that separate the
Renaissance and the collapse of the Beaux-Arts system, the link between artists and their
historical patrons, i.e., Church and state, gradually eroded.38 When art’s function was no longer
principally linked to the power of these authorities but was rather valued and appreciated for its
own aesthetic purposes, it developed a sort of autonomy wherein the status of artwork bore its
own justification.39 Nevertheless, art remained separated into traditional categories of painting
and sculpture until after the collapse of the Beaux-Arts system at which point Duchamp, armed
with the knowledge and understanding that the artworld now possessed the appropriate

Peter Bürger describes types of art that predated the modern conception of autonomous art as “sacral” and
“courtly.” Sacral Art “serves as cult object. It is wholly integrated into the social institution ‘religion.’ It is produced
collectively, as a craft. Courtly Art “is representation and serves the glory of the prince and the self-portrayal of
courtly society. Courtly art is art of the life praxis of courtly society, just as sacral art is part of the life praxis of the
faithful. Theory of the Avant-Garde, trans. Michael Shaw (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press), 1984.
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The emergence of art museums in the eighteenth century is crucial to the development of aesthetic autonomy for
their advent provided a setting in which artworks are held sacred for their aesthetic quality yet are severed from
religious context. De Duve has mentioned that whereas in a church it is difficult to discern between aesthetic
appreciation and religious fervor, in an art museum aesthetic appreciation is more obvious; one never sees a viewer
kneel and pray in front of a Madonna that is in an art museum.
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conditions for Art to become a general category, baptized a store-bought urinal as a work of art
in 1917, titling it Fountain (Figure 17). This categorical upheaval, de Duve explains, came when
exhibitions forewent juried selection in favor of membership fees and therefore paying members
could exhibit two artworks, regardless of whether they had any formal training. The consequent
formulation that anyone could claim to be an artist (however tenuous that claim may be) and that
anything could be art represented a paradigm shift for artistic categories, and thus began the Artin-General system.40 In this new system an artwork’s status as such depends upon a relationship
between institutional designation (museums) and the public’s trust in these institutions. A key
part of this mutual process that de Duve outlines in Aesthetics at Large is the need for artworks
to appear autonomous and thus be “autonymous” insofar as they seem to claim their own status
as artwork.41
The van Laack ad, though it was an artwork, could not solely be described as such since it
cannot be considered autonomous due to its dependence upon a network of publishers,
manufacturers, and consumers, even if the magazine were to hang in a museum. In the case of
Fountain, the notion of art’s autonomy was never up for debate: when Duchamp presented the
hanging committee of the Society of Independent Artists with a urinal laid on its side, his gesture
presupposed that the committee held an a priori concept of artwork—painting or sculpture.

Regarding the “Art-in-General System” see Chapter 2, “From Beaux-Arts to Art-in-General, A Bit of History,” of
Thierry de Duve’s Aesthetics at Large, Volume 1, Art, Ethics, Politics (Chicago and London: University of Chicago
Press), 27-37.
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Duchamp successfully threw this concept into question by revealing that since anyone was
welcome to show art for a small fee, and therefore no artist ought to be denied, there could be no
definition of ‘art,’ for the status of artist could simply be bought. But it is crucial to note that
Duchamp’s presentation of Fountain gave no opportunity for compromise on the matter of the
art object’s autonomy: either it would be shown in the exhibition, confirming that it was art, or it
would be rejected and remain a plain urinal (functional, but not as art).
At the Independents’ Exhibition Duchamp brought Fountain to a fork in the road, and it
could only go in one of two directions. Down the Art Road, it would become Fountain and its
status as art would be taken at face value. Down the Not Art Road it would remain a urinal, plain
and simple. The hanging committee chose the latter option but, with a trick up his sleeve,
Duchamp had Alfred Stieglitz photograph Fountain and then published the image in his
magazine The Blind Man along with a short article on the “Exhibit Refused by the Independents”
(Figure 18). Even though the urinal had been sent down the Not Art Road, Duchamp rerouted it
back onto the path of Art for later generations of artists to discover by capturing a moment in
which it was presented with the unwritten claim “this is art,” and the subtext “this object is
autonomous.”
The fork in the road has remained a major preoccupation of artists since the 1960s when
they began to decode Duchamp’s message that anything could be art.42 Artists that produce work
in hitherto unprecedented formats continually make the claim “this is art.” Once the definition of
art expands to include new categories, the consecration of these new art forms tends to revert to
the traditional modes of judgement, asking whether the artwork is good or bad, beautiful or ugly,
but not whether or not it is art. Having already spent the previous few years problematizing
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whether the status of “artwork” would preclude the ability for the text within an artwork to gain
its own autonomy, Broodthaers was perspicacious in the mechanics of how art is defined. He
also saw with keener perception than his contemporaries that at the same moment artists were
decoding Duchamp’s message, art institutions (which were perceived to be responsible for
determining what was or was not art) were becoming more flagrantly corporatized than ever
before. His take on the matter was that “the definition of art occurs, first of all, in the field of its
distribution.”43 But while this phrase is often related to his interest in the economies of art, it also
holds the double-entendre of the institutional definition of art, for art’s distribution also refers to
the economic path it travels from artist to gallery to collector before it reaches the museum
(sometimes bypassing the collector altogether). Thus, when the opportunity arose to compose an
image to be used in an advertisement for van Laack’s shirts, Broodthaers was prepared to submit
an aesthetic challenge that reflected the above circumstances.
The General was already a work of art—of that there was no question. But when the
moment came that van Laack’s owner Rolf Hoffmann and his wife Ericka, who were also
prominent art collectors (and who would later have Andy Warhol model the brand’s clothing at a
fashion show), offered Broodthaers a spot in one of the company’s advertisements, he was given
license to reprise the General in an unprecedented experiment. Broodthaers had come to the fork
in the road, and at it he found the opportunity to materialize a question he would later scrawl
across a copy of the van Laack ad once it had come to fruition: “What should we think about the
relations which link art, advertising and commerce?” (Figure 19). With the General already far
down the Art Road, Broodthaers updated the military officer’s pose for van Laack and sent it

Broodthaers, qtd. By Julian Jason Haladyn in “Exhibiting the Museum-Function: Marcel Broodthaers and the
Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles,” in Exhibiting Outside the Academy, Salon and Biennial, 17751999: Alternative Venues for Display, p. 230.
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down the Not Art Road. This new version of the General took Duchamp a step further: it
demonstrated that although the designation of art can occur in the art institution, that designation
depends on the artwork’s adherence to the code of autonomy. In order for the institution to be
able to uphold an object’s status as an artwork, it must appear autonomous, and when the object
simultaneously circulates as an instrument of commerce in the pages of a magazine, such an
appearance cannot be upheld. Broodthaers demonstrated that once art is capable of distribution
and circulation outside of the traditional apparatuses of the art world (even while a copy of it
hangs in a gallery as would soon happen in Ma Collection), its autonomy must be seen as relative
to its context. Separate economies make art subject to the laws and forces of those economies,
even while the object refuses to give up its status as art. But viewed in the field of mass culture,
advertising and the consumer product, an object is only as good as the purpose it fulfills, and as
an advertisement the van Laack ad does just that, nothing more.
It is unlikely that the ad could have done more than promote the luxury brand at the time
that it was first published, let alone be recognized as art. In 1971 Broodthaers’s Musée had, in its
many iterations, only appeared in public institutions very briefly, for a cumulative ten days,
spread across two avatars: the Section XVIIe Siecle (September 27 – October 5, 1969, A 37 90 89
Gallery, Antwerp) and the Section XIXe siècle (bis) (February 14-15, 1970, Städtische Kunsthalle
Düsseldorf). Its other avatars until that point, the Section XIXe siècle (1968-69), Section
Documentaire (1969), Section Cinéma (1971-72), and Section Littéraire (1969-72), had taken
place in his own home, a rented cellar, at the beach, or had no physical location at all. Excluding
the ad’s bizarre, bilingual caption, which only identified the unnamed man as the museum’s
director, it could pass solely as an advertisement without any risk of conflation with
Broodthaers’s status as an artist. In other words, unless the Der Spiegel reader happened to be a
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member of the art world niche of which Broodthaers was a part, the conclusion that the
advertisement was a work of art could simply not be drawn, for the caption identifies him as the
director of a museum, and not as an artist at all. Broodthaers deliberately misdirects readers to
presume that the advertisement is not a work of art; only to erudite viewers and artworld peers
could the image appear clearly to be art, adding, for them, yet another layer of complexity to the
Musée’s fiction. It was not until the Cologne Art Fair of 1971 that the ad was attributed to
Broodthaers, when it was shown by Galerie Michael Werner behind the glass frame of Ma
Collection.
If the phrase written on Broodthaers’s copy of the van Laack ad encourages a reading of
his ambivalence towards art world corporatization, I believe it does so as a red herring,
misdirecting from the paradox of artwork versus retention-of-meaning at stake when art objects
are commodified. In fact, regarding an artwork’s commodification, he stated in the televised
interview with RTB, “I’m not absolutely opposed to [artworks] becoming commodities,” and
suggested in the same interview that art’s profitability, in contrast with poetry’s profitability, is
what motivated his shift to the former vocation.44 And although, as de Duve explains in the essay
“Figure Zero,” “Broodthaers shares with his fellow Conceptual artists the uneasy awareness that
the art world that promotes them had been rapidly mutating, from family business at the
beginning of the 1960s to multinational enterprise by the end of the decade,” he is also “less
inclined to cloak his desire for co-optation in posturing leftist discourse.”45 It is as fitting as it is
ironic that the posturing of Broodthaers’s Marxian vocabulary (“what should we think of the
relations…”) written onto the ad objectifies the work, fulfilling one of Duchamp’s requirements
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for a readymade to bear an inscription,46 and focuses the viewer’s attention on this particular
copy of the ad and away from the relations themselves. Because of this misdirection a viewer
might easily overlook the writing on the wall that the relations between art, advertising, and
commerce had become more intertwined than ever before; they are, in fact, all conspicuously at
play in this single copy of the van Laack ad.
Broodthaers seemed to find amusement, sometimes feigned as dissatisfaction, at being
misunderstood, and he made misleading or insincere attempts to “clarify” these
misunderstandings. His clarifications, however, tended to be more enigmatic and to present more
questions than the original perplexities did. This is evidenced not only in 10,000 Francs Reward,
in which he elliptically reveals the General’s pedagogical nature, but also in the second volume
of the exhibition catalogue for the Section des Figures, issued after the exhibition’s opening. In
the introduction to the catalogue, Broodthaers wrote: “I was not able to say with certainty
whether differences between my intention and the result would not crystalize […] To bring these
things to speak is one of the reasons for the second part of the catalogue.”47 Given his tendency
to recycle material, to habitually reuse and reformat artworks, poems and texts, and to build layer
upon layer of complexity in his pseudo-fictions, it may not be far-fetched to suppose the Section
des Figures, contained a response to the challenge he had posed the previous year in Der Spiegel.
In May 1972, at the Städtische Kunsthalle Düsseldorf, Broodthaers finally gave reason to rhyme
for the Département des Aigles (which until then had only marginally displayed anything eagle-
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related) by presenting an exhibition composed solely of various objects, photographs, paintings,
figurines, and ephemera that depicted, in myriad forms, eagles (Figure 20). What was at stake in
the Section des Figures, however, was not the contents of the display, which was assembled from
museum and private collections all over the world, but rather the phrases inscribed in French,
English, and German into small plastic plaques that accompanied each work: “Ceci n’est pas un
objet d’art,” “Dies ist kein Kunstwerk,” “This is not a work of art.” (Figure 21).
The claim these plaques made, which Broodthaers described as “a formula obtained by
the contraction of a concept by Duchamp [this urinal is a work of art] and an antithetical concept
by Magritte [this is not a pipe],” was, of course, rather disingenuous.48 Broodthaers had denied
art status to things that were indeed works of art, but he had also denied art status to things that
no one had ever claimed were works of art at all. Despite this ambiguity though, in the context of
the Section des Figures, every object present was indeed a work of art, if not by its original
function or intent, by its re-presentation in an exhibition by the artist Marcel Broodthaers. He
materialized what Duchamp’s urinal caper had discreetly implied. Therefore, the plaque’s
declaration “this is not a work of art” is false when uttered in front of the Section des Figures
walls, vitrines and pedestals. However, were one to take the very same plaque and place it upon
the van Laack ad, its claim would be true. With the van Laack ad, Broodthaers had effectively
solved the catch-22 he challenged the public with vis-à-vis the plaques that accompanied each
object in his Section des Figures: in a museum the ad is a work of art, but purchased from a
newsstand or read in a café, it was not a work of art any more than was the advertisement for
Togal paracetamol on the opposite page.
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Broodthaers was one of many artists of the Conceptual generation to be impacted by
Duchamp and his urinal. Fountain’s dominant reading is perhaps best summed up by Joseph
Kosuth, who wrote: “Since Duchamp the artist is the author of a definition.” Kosuth’s
interpretation of Fountain is representative of most readings in that it takes Duchamp’s message
only in the affirmative—anything can be art. Thus, the explosion of new media and the vast
array of approaches that define Art-in-General, which could never before have been considered
art, nonetheless focus on the transfiguring of any kind of material, object, or interaction into art.
In this new system we see the emergence of video art, sound art, artist books, a massive increase
in the popularity of performance art, and new adaptations of all kinds of media and techniques
under titles such as “assemblage”, “installation art”, “happenings”, and so on. Some artists even
made use of similar spaces within publications, such as Dan Graham, who placed small printed
works in the classified and adult sections of various periodicals (Figure 21). In spite of this wide
embrace of new media, art remained conceptually tethered to its presentation as art—to the
affirmative, the aesthetic object: art-as-art. Even Graham’s classified works, broadcast as they
were through the same form of print media as the van Laack ad, made no attempt to escape the
confines of art, but rather attempted to expand the notions and expectations of where art-as-art
could exist.
By contrast, Broodthaers saw in Fountain both its affirmative and negative implications:
the van Laack ad was not only concerned with what different things could be art but also with
what different things art could be. If an artist could take an object that was not art, such as a
toilet, and deem it art, why shouldn’t he be able to do the inverse—to take an artwork like a
painting (or his staged photographic recreation of a painting) and turn it into a functional object?
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Broodthaers used the van Laack ad to do just that: he adapted the General to the specific set of
relations within and according to which mass consumer culture functions.
Broodthaers’s melancholy insight about Fountain’s negative implication may have been
at odds with most other artists of his generation who saw Duchamp’s revelation as the ultimate
liberation. But the new reality of the artwork-advertisement, artwork-commodity or artworkgarment was embraced wholeheartedly in consumer culture. Whereas the affirmative
interpretation of Duchamp was an untapped well of creativity for artists, the inverse realization
that art and artists could be utilized for advertising purposes to market products to different
audiences and gain cultural capital was a gold mine for commercial sectors. The van Laack ad
anticipated this realization, and Broodthaers wrote retrospectively in 1975:
What is Art?...In reality I do not believe it is legitimate to seriously define Art other than
in the light of one constant factor - namely the transformation of Art into merchandise. In
our time this process has accelerated to the point at which artistic and commercial values
are superimposed. If we are concerned with the phenomenon of reification then Art will
be a particular representation of that phenomenon - a form of tautology.49
The van Laack ad was more than a tautological representation of art’s superimposition with
commercial values, however. It was a testament to the critical potential for future arenas for art
practice—a way of looking beyond the institutional artworld with its feebly cloaked
financialization, as Broodthaers’s peer Daniel Buren was trying to do, or at least a means by
which art could turn in its favor the commercial values that were, at the time, being ferociously
injected into the artworld. The van Laack ad’s strength where Broodthaers’s peers’ attempts fell
short, is that instead of welcoming its own cooptation by embodying the kind of autonomous
objecthood that is quintessential of modern art, it resists cooptation by distancing itself from the
artworld altogether.
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Chapter 3. Ma Collection (1971): Broodthaers’s Figures
and the Inventor of Modern Space
“Magritte said to Broodthaers, ‘Marcel, would you not rather be a sociologist?’”
- Maria Gilissen Broodthaers, 202150
As I have discussed in previous chapters, one of Broodthaers’s recurring strategies as a visual
artist was a combination of reiteration and recycling. When embarking on new work he
frequently reused earlier themes, and often incorporated components of older artworks
themselves. As the years passed and as his work matured, we see a kind of “snowballing" effect.
This thematic accumulation and recursivity helped Broodthaers in developing the scope and
depth of his meta-projects, but at the same time made it difficult to discern one project from
another. This process also elongated a creative thread that wove again and again throughout his
body of work. And although Broodthaers symbolically delineated the phases of his career, first
as a poet, then as a visual artist, one can clearly see that the recycling and self-referential thread
was first sewn long before he renounced his poet identity. References to passages from his old
poems, or artworks and exhibitions devoted, for example, to his poet hero Stéphane Mallarmé,
exemplify that Broodthaers’s past as a poet was never really separable from his later endeavors
as an artist. Indeed, past artistic forays constituted an integral part of his conceptions of both the
conventions and the institutions of art as a whole, and of his own work. Ma Collection (1971), an
artwork of huge ambition, albeit one that has remained underserved by art historians, is perhaps
the best example of the brilliance of Broodthaers’s process of creative reiteration.51
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A diptych composed of two modest double-sided wooden frames, designed to be hung on
a wall so that only one side was ever visible at a given time, Ma Collection appears to rehash
Broodthaers’s oeuvre in miniature facsimile. The left-hand frame contains six items that each
either depict or consist of the artist’s exhibition publications, invitations, or posters. While each
of these six items will be discussed throughout this chapter, three of them are of particular
interest. First, the item for which the entire work is named is a list that bears the heading Ma
Collection (Figure 23). The list is oriented as a grid of thumbnails cut out in paper and pasted
upon a sheet of standard-sized office paper—five rows of five tiny images, each of which depicts
a poster, catalogue, or invitation to one of Broodthaers’s exhibitions, and each bearing a label:
fig. 1 through 24. Below it the same list is reproduced nearly identically in an offset print, which
Broodthaers later modified by cutting out five additional thumbnails—curiously, ones that were
already present on the first list—and pasting them in different positions on the grid, yet leaving
the rest untouched (Figure 24). To the right of the modified Ma Collection list is the issue of Der
Spiegel no. 13 of March 1971, opened to page 166 to show the van Laack ad. On the rear side of
this frame there is a single postcard-sized piece of paper mounted just above center, bearing only
a portrait of Mallarmé (the same photograph that Broodthaers used for the invitation card for his
1969 Exposition littéraire autour de Mallarmé) and no text (Figure 25). The right-hand frame
contains the same portrait of Mallarmé, but this version of it is mediated: it is a photograph of the
original photograph, only slightly grainier but its difference made apparent by a barelydiscernible sliver of background—the wooden table the original rested upon—and below it a
huge stenciled caption, four times larger than the photo, reading “fig. 0” (Figure 26). The
backside of this frame displays four hand-written pages constituting his curriculum vitae, listing
in black ink each of his exhibitions dating back to 1964 with annotations (Figure 27). Next to
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each exhibition are numbers written in red marker that correspond to the cutouts on the left
frame. Also on the backside of this frame are two copies of the invitation to Broodthaers’s first
exhibition at Galerie Saint-Laurent, a questionnaire “vers un art sans importance,” and a page
cut out from a catalogue that depicts one of his works captioned “The Politics of Experience.”
Ma Collection (the diptych, not the list) is itself an artwork, but it also appears to be a
cartographic legend for his career, a coded catalogue raisonné, not primarily of Broodthaers’s
work but of the occasions upon which he showed work. Aside from the annotations and slight
modifications to the ensemble of items in the two frames, nothing visible within the frames
appears to be new material; almost none of it is even an original object. An outlier among these
items, however, is the copy of Der Spiegel featuring the van Laack ad. What distinguishes this
work from the other items present is that it is the actual magazine, not a reproduction nor
exhibition ephemera. It is the only original artwork contained inside Ma Collection. No other
work referred to by Ma Collection has the ability to represent itself—that honor alone goes to the
van Laack ad. But as I have previously argued, the van Laack ad’s status as artwork is
ambiguous, having had the ability to function independently of the artworld as an actual
advertisement in print. It is with Ma Collection that Broodthaers first publicly confirmed his
authorship of the ad, both using the strategy of ready-made appropriation, as I discussed in the
previous chapter, and counting it among his list of exhibitions as I shall demonstrate here.
A close reading of Ma Collection reveals evidence that attests to the fact that Broodthaers
indeed considered the van Laack ad to be a major work from its outset, even if he did not
immediately present it as such. In fact, it appears that Broodthaers intentionally obfuscated the
ad’s true nature as artwork until the unveiling of Ma Collection in order to make certain that the
ad could function as ads do. However, under the heading “Ma Collection” in the original (top)
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list of the left frame, the five-by-five grid of exhibition posters immediately presents an
idiosyncrasy. The eye, determined to find order, notices that the first image is labelled “fig. 1”
and the last “fig. 24,” and presumes the list’s linearity. But it does not add up—five times five
equals twenty-five. At a certain point the list breaks its linear sequence. In the center of the grid,
between figures twelve and thirteen, is an image captioned “fig. 0,” the confounding label that
appears again and again in Broodthaers’s work.52 Above the caption is the cover of Der Spiegel
(Figures 28-29).
The grid of thumbnails creates a system of categorization wherein the items displayed
share the common factor that each of them is linked to an exhibition of Broodthaers’s work. In
other words, each thumbnail represents a venue. However, the artworks originally exhibited
within those venues are not shown.53 Nonetheless, we know that each of these exhibitions was
real, and that they featured Broodthaers’s artworks. It follows that within this system, Der
Spiegel is represented as an exhibition venue among his more conventional venues. Therefore, to
the same extent that the Palais des Beaux Arts, MTL Gallery, and Wide White Space (also
labelled with various figure numbers on the grid) hosted objects that were unmistakably intended
to be art, Der Spiegel played the role of an art gallery in which the van Laack ad was exhibited as
art. The difference between Der Spiegel and the rest of the exhibitions listed is that its audience
(i.e. readership) could not have been aware that the ad was art, nor that they had unwittingly

De Duve has illuminated connections between the notion of “fig. 0” as it relates to the 1972 Section des figures of
the Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles, Roland Barthes’s Degré zero de l’ecriture and Broodthaers’s
1973 publication of a text entitled “Der Nullpunkt,” in which Broodthaers discusses his desire to reduce the image of
the eagle to a degree zero. Here I present an additional interpretation of “fig. 0” which focuses on Broodthaers’s
interest in the tensions between text and physical objects. I support de Duve’s interpretation but also maintain that
“fig. 0” appeared to numerous ends throughout Broodthaers’s career, and this analysis precedes the later
development of “fig. 0” in the Section des Figures.
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Broodthaers’s focus on exhibition venue rather than object is significant, and it becomes clear that Ma Collection
is a work highly concerned with the nature of where artworks are shown and what types of meaning these locations
can attach to the works.
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opened the pages to an unconventional art exhibition. At the time, that audience could have only
been able to interpret the work as an advertisement. Nevertheless, in the same manner that de
Duve proves that Duchamp’s publication of The Blind Man put Fountain’s status as artwork on
the art historical record,54 Ma Collection ensures the same for Der Spiegel’s status as exhibition
venue. That the work was originally interpreted and functioned as an advertisement now only
aids my argument that Broodthaers intended for it to do so without negating its status as art and
therefore to successfully do both.
The effectiveness of Broodthaers’s gesture, however, rests in the order in which the
presentations of the van Laack ad appeared, for a conspicuous acknowledgement that the
advertisement was a work of art, or its identification as such in the magazine, would compromise
its perceived character as a real advertisement. Only by releasing the work in Der Spiegel
without any indication of its nature as an artwork could it actually function as mere
advertisement to its viewers, unaffected by the aesthetic and intellectual questions that would
otherwise be imposed on a viewer if one is challenged to apprehend an unconventional work of
art within a setting where the contents would not, a priori, be considered art. Only Broodthaers’s
revelation a few months later in Ma Collection could confirm that the magazine was in fact an
exhibition and that the van Laack ad had therefore been a work of art all along.
When Broodthaers did finally own up to the ad’s art-status, though, he did so with utmost
discretion, allowing the advertisement to remain on magazine racks with its reception unfettered
by any suggestion of it being art. At the Kölnischer Kunstmark, in Galerie Michael Werner’s
booth, the audience to whom Broodthaers first exhibited Ma Collection (and within it the van
Laack ad’s nature as artwork) was primarily the community of artists and connoisseurs. The

De Duve contends that “… the purpose of The Blind Man’s photo and editorial had never been to cause an
immediate scandal but rather to put Fountain on the record for future art history.” Duchamp’s Telegram, 91.
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cleverness of this careful revelation is twofold: not only did it allow the van Laack ad to continue
functioning as an advertisement to artworld outsiders—it also chided the commercial
infrastructure of the art industry within the newly established setting of the art fair, which made
the artworld’s economic dimension more visible than ever before. Broodthaers’s sense of irony
was shrewd indeed: an art fair, the most commercial of all art exhibitions, has in common with
an advertisement the fact that its purpose is to sell merchandise. Broodthaers doesn’t overlook
this reality with starry eyes. Instead, he debuts the Musée's Section Financière. In it he exhibits
the art fair’s catalogue wrapped in a dust jacket bearing the words “Museum of Modern Art For
Sale – 1970-1971 – due to bankruptcy” (Figure 30). He leaves the statement’s interpretation
ambiguous, but given that the museum would go on to present additional avatars far greater in
scale over the following year, one is led in hindsight to believe the character of the bankruptcy to
which Broodthaers referred was likely moral, not financial.
As if to emphasize this sober appraisal of the exhibition’s artistic merit, he scrawled on
the back of Ma Collection: “Cologne 71 M.B. … on the occasion of an unimportant fair ..”55 Ma
Collection’s meticulous organization and reorganization of references to his oeuvre, however,
indicates that he did not consider this occasion unimportant, much to the contrary. It was a
significant opportunity to insert his critique of the art system’s feebly masked commercialism
into the system itself. Moreover it allowed Broodthaers to reveal that he had begun doing so
months in advance, and not in the benign, circular manner typical of the supposedly critical art
that depends on its own structures and audiences, and inevitably welcomes its own co-optation.56

“à l’occasion d’ une foire sans importance” is also a reference to the circular interview questions pasted to the
back of the righthand frame.
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Rather, by “fessing up” to the fact that he had released a work of art into the public domain that
had, for months already, lived in magazine racks and had been promoting luxury commodities,
he pulled back the curtain on the reality that commercialization had already bankrupted art’s
supposedly emancipatory motive. For Broodthaers, however, it was also an opportunity to
reclaim art’s capacity and potential for emancipation. While artists who sought to challenge the
economic structures of the artworld would be forced to grapple with the hypocrisy of exhibiting
and selling works within the commercial gallery and institutional setting, the alreadycommercialized world of mass media had no pretense to conceal its modus operandi. Thus, the
commerce-centric spaces of media and advertising provided an ideal floor to experiment with a
new avant-gardism that could not be spoiled by obfuscated commercial intentions precisely
because these intentions were implicit in its very existence.
The van Laack ad could behave as a wolf in sheep’s clothing, bringing art into a new
domain so unexpected that the work’s aesthetic reception would be unfettered, simply because
nobody would have presumed it to be art at all. This surreptitious gesture brings new light to the
passage Broodthaers wrote in his open letter of June 27, 1968 from Kassel:
My Friends,
Do not read in my letter of 7 June 68: – You should not feel like you’ve been sold before
the purchase. – But rather: you should not feel like you have been sold after the
purchase.
In this statement I read a profound realization Broodthaers had regarding what art could still do,
and where it could do it. The June 7th statement, “sold before the purchase,” seems to address the
pessimistic concern among artists at the height of the 1968 student movement that the
commercial art system and its institutions had already revealed that to participate in it meant to
submit to it. Broodthaers, who had never resisted playing by the art system’s rules in order to
earn a living, likely realized that if only the artists who engaged in the occupation could sell their
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work, they would not protest the system. While his updated statement might have the sober,
defeated tone of acceptance following the movement’s denouement, it hints at Broodthaers’s
realization that he could better defend the artworld’s ethics by playing the system and creating an
artwork that could not be co-opted, rather than by rejecting the art system wholesale.
While Ma Collection crucially established print advertisement as an area of visual culture
with the potential for legitimate merit in the canon of high art vis-à-vis the van Laack ad, it
equally draws the van Laack ad into the complex system of references and recycled work that
Broodthaers often relied on. As de Duve has suggested, a key part of the perceived legitimacy of
an artwork’s claim to the status of Art is its presence in the collection of an art museum or, to a
slightly less institutional degree, a gallery.57 Broodthaers ensures just this by covering every base
and doing all three: he titled both the list of exhibitions and the work itself “my collection,”
included it in his Musée, and exhibited it at Galerie Michael Werner. Broodthaers both criticizes
and confirms the notion that legitimate artworks should be sealed in collections. The gesture of
doing so himself both has the effect of pulling himself up by his bootstraps, ensuring the van
Laack ad would become art, while also lampooning the system of canonization that has
historically sealed great artists into the history. The childlike scrawl “my collection” mocks this
aspect of art collection with woeful irony.
Contrary to the retrospective position that its title suggests (an art collection tends to
include past works that are accumulated over time and are displayed together in hindsight), Ma
Collection contains a number of new additions and alterations that make it a unique work rather

See Thierry de Duve, Aesthetics at Large, Chapter 4, “The Idea of Art and the Ethics of the Museum”. In de
Duve’s theory on the social and institutional processes that art museums and the public share in defining and
legitimating works of art, he writes “Peculiar to art museums and galleries is that the things they present are
presented as art, which in turn means as samples or examples of the general category “art.” De Duve also writes,
“Every given thing that has found its way into a museum or a gallery of art bears an invisible label stating ‘This is a
work of art,’” which, however, is a citation, and not a performative statement. 57
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than a re-presentation of past works. The most prominent of these is the actual copy of the Der
Spiegel issue opened to the page of the van Laack ad. Its inclusion in the frame stands out from
the other objects and images within because, unlike everything else contained behind the glass,
nearly all of which are reproductions in miniature, the magazine is an actual physical copy. In
other words, while most images in Ma Collection are representations of something else, the
magazine represents itself, as itself. This fact also makes the van Laack ad the only instance in
Ma Collection where both exhibition poster and artwork are present, further emphasizing its
importance to Broodthaers. Given that the van Laack ad has never been treated as an artwork in
its own right beyond its presence in Ma Collection, it is curious that it alone is pictured in its
entirety; the other exhibition posters that are pictured on the Ma Collection list date back to
Broodthaers’s very first exhibition in 1964.
The van Laack ad's presence cannot be attributed to practical convenience due to the
magazine’s formal dimensions fitting easily under a frame: were that the case, any one of
Broodthaers’s artist books might do. Indeed, several of the exhibition posters also pictured are
from exhibitions that depended heavily on printed works. A physical copy of the book PenseBête, for instance, shown in his first exhibition at Galerie Saint-Laurent in 1964, the poster for
which is pictured as “fig. 8,” would be an obvious choice for it was the work with which
Broodthaers symbolically renounced his career as a poet and embraced one as an artist. As would
have been works on paper or aluminum from “Exposition Littéraire autour de Mallarmé” at Wide
White Space Gallery in 1969, whose poster is “fig. 9.”58
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Despite the abundance of artist books Broodthaers could have chosen, the van Laack ad
figures prominently—indeed so prominently that it occupies nearly the same amount of space as
the entire catalogue of the artist’s exhibitions. But its presence does not merely double down on
the importance of the ad for its own virtues—it also re-exhibits this particular version of the ad,
and the entire magazine, as a new work in its own right. The magazine is folded crisply and
deliberately—not along the spine as one might expect, but laying open with a perfect crease
running partway through the opposite page, the remainder of the book folded behind it (Figure
31). The effect of this fold cuts in half the column of the article, rendering it illegible. Heading
the page, what remains legible of the article’s original title, “Soziologie,” reveals a possible clue
about his motivations: in capital letters, the word “SOZIOLOG” sits opposite Broodthaers’s
smirking face. The German translation is “sociologist,” and thus Broodthaers seems to
manipulate the magazine to label himself with an alternate profession.
“SOZIOLOG,” phonetically similar to the French sociologue, also connects the van Laack
ad to the poem “Ma Rhétorique,” in which Broodthaers writes “Je tautologue. Je conserve. Je
sociologue.”59 This poem, Buchloh has pointed out, is partially repeated in Broodthaers’s open
letter from the Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels from June 7, 1968—the same letter containing
the passage Broodthaers went on to correct on June 27. Parts of the June 7 letter containing “Je
dis je. Je reprends mon attitude personelle…” also resemble one of the first of the Industrial
Poems, Téléphone (1968), which repeats “Je Je Je…” (Figures 32-33). Here again we see the
cyclical nature in which Broodthaers reconstitutes content from past works into new works, both

Broodthaers, Marcel, “Ma Rhétorique,” Moules Œufs Frites Pots Charbon, exh. cat. (Antwerp: Wide White Space
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rehashing “SOZIOLOG” on the page of the magazine and manipulating the magazine into yet
another work.
All of the elements of the left-hand frame make sense together. Each element is related to
one or more major exhibitions of Broodthaers’s, or to bodies of work that represent major phases
of his career. Apart from the list of twenty-five exhibition posters, invitations, and catalogue
covers, we see the original invitation card to his debut exhibition at Galerie Saint Laurent bearing
the notorious phrase “But it is art, he said and I will willingly exhibit all of it. Agreed, I replied.
If I sell something, he takes 30%. It seems these are the usual conditions.”60 This is among
Broodthaers’s most cited passages that is often recalled to invoke the sense of faux-naiveté and
feigned innocence that marked the artist’s career shift from poet to visual artist. Not pictured on
the side of the invitation card facing outward the frame are the remaining three pages of text,
which began with, “I, too, wanted to be successful and sell something,” and ended with, “What is
it? Objects.”61 Significant in its own right, the statement is frequently used in the literature on
Broodthaers to express his ambivalence toward the commercial art system and his self-awareness
of his position within art’s structures. It is often invoked in order to shoehorn Broodthaers into
the movement of Institutional Critique, which depends on the apparatuses of the art world to
critique them from within. And while these assessments have truth to them, the portion of the
statement visible in Ma Collection refers specifically to the art dealer’s commission—the art
fair’s elephant in the room. Situated among the other elements of Ma Collection, though, the
passage becomes part of the coded ensemble attesting to the art exhibition’s base-level

“Mais, c’est de l’Art dit’il et j’exposerais volontiers tout ça. D’accord lui répondis-je. Si je vends quelque chose il
prendra 30%, Ce sont, paraît-il des conditions normales” Invitation to Moi aussi, je me suis demandé si je ne
pouvais pas vendre quelque chose et réusser dans la vie…, Galerie Saint Laurent, April 10-25, 1964.
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commercialism, pointing again to the van Laack Ad’s honesty as an artwork that doesn’t hide
behind the artworld’s pretenses of virtuosity.
Below the Galerie Saint Laurent invitation two other objects are mounted. The first is
another booklet: the exhibition catalogue for “Letterlijk en Figuurlijk” or “Literally and
Figuratively” from Middelburg in 1970. The exhibition featured works by Broodthaers, Jasper
Johns, Cy Twombly, Anton Heyboer, and Paul Klee. Underneath the catalogue is a small black
cutout in the shape of an arrow pointing to the right. While the arrow serves the practical
function of directing the viewer’s gaze to the adjacent frame (and, like an “over the page arrow,”
to the work’s additional content on the reverse of the page), it too is a replica. The distinctive
notch at the tail of the arrow makes it a perfect silhouette of Museum – Musée, Section Cinéma
(1971), the only Industrial Poem to be cut out in a non-rectangular shape (Figure 34). The
combination of the “Literally and Figuratively” catalogue and the black arrow pointing to its
right constitute a label that designate one of Ma Collection’s frames as literal and the other as
figurative. The left frame with all Broodthaers’s exhibitions, his catalogue, and the van Laack Ad
refers to visual art and the world objects, therefore representing the figurative, and the right
frame, the portrait of Mallarmé, refers to the world of poetry and literature, representing the
literal. At the center of each frame is the label “fig. 0”: on the left side the tiny images of the Der
Spiegel cover with hand-written captions (metonymically referring to the van Laack ad), and on
the right side the re-photographed portrait of Mallarmé with “fig. 0” stenciled in huge letters
below it.62
Mallarmé does not dominate only the right-hand frame, as it might seem at first glance.
Although his portrait is the most prominent visual element of that half of Ma Collection, we see

Anne Rorimer, “The Exhibition at the MTL Gallery in Brussels, March 13 - April 10, 1970,” October 42 (Autumn
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upon deeper investigation that the left frame also subtly centers on the poet. The centrality of
Mallarmé to the work in the left frame, not made immediately clear by the top catalogue of
exhibitions, becomes apparent in Broodthaers’s reorganization of the list below it. In the offsetprinted reproduction of the catalogue, Broodthaers’s selectively alters the list in four of the
twenty-five posters. While none of these alterations appear significant alone at first glance, a
deeper look into the contents of the exhibitions that were modified on the second list reveal
common threads that together underline the importance of Broodthaers’s literary background and
its influences in the broader scope of his work. The first of these alterations comes in fig. 3, for
which Broodthaers doubles the image of fig. 2, the invitation card for his 1970 MTL Gallery
exhibition, and pastes it overtop the original “metamorphose de l’objet” card (Figures 35-36).
The MTL exhibition was curious as it represented, right at the midpoint of his Musée period, a
return—or perhaps a tribute—to his roots as a poet.
The exhibition featured documents, manuscripts, and scribbled drawings that, in several
instances, rehashed poems from his past, including some published in La Bête noire (1961) and
Pense-Bête. Most significantly, however, it featured a number of pages from Mallarmé’s final
work, Un coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hasard, annotated with Broodthaers’s personal notes.
Included in these annotations were expressions of Broodthaers’s reverence for the modernist
titan, including his proclamation that “Mallarmé is at the source of contemporary art … He
unwittingly invented modern space”63 In addition to this grandiose dedication to Mallarmé,
which I will discuss further shortly, the exhibition also contained a hand-copied version of la
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Fontaine’s “Le Corbeau et le Renard,” another major historical literary work that Broodthaers
adapted repeatedly during his career.
The next alteration to the original list of Ma Collection comes at fig. 9, where
Broodthaers partially covered over the invitation card for the 1966 exhibition “Moules, Oeufs,
Frites, Pots, Charbon” at Wide White Space Gallery with the invitation card for the 1969
“Exposition littéraire autour de Mallarmé” (Figure 37). The 1966 exhibition featured sculptural
works and physical objects that bore more similarity to Nouveau Realisme and Pop Art—both
movements he was mistakenly associated with during that phase of his career. In stark contrast
with these physical works, however, the lower half of the invitation card is covered over by a
copy of the invitation to the Mallarmé exhibition that is even tinier than the unaltered image of
the same card, pictured again directly below it in the position of fig. 13. Like the previous
alteration, this one also reiterates the dominant influence of Mallarmé, and particularly Un coup
de dés, a text that was central to this exhibition. Unlike the MTL exhibition, however, the
“Exposition littéraire” abolished the literary element of Un coup de dés, redacting all textual
elements with black rectangles, thus transforming the text into the form of an abstract image or
object (Figure 38). The updated Ma Collection fig. 9 therefore combines an earlier, object-based
exhibition with a later exhibition of language-turned-objects—a key preoccupation of
Broodthaers’s mature work. In contrast to his early work, which symbolically renounced the
literary in favor of the object, the post-’68 work increasingly played with the interchangeability
of language and object in visual art as he attempted more and more to approach a unity between
the two.
The next two modifications to the original list of Ma Collection are not so easily read
since they do not correspond clearly with the dichotomy of language and image that so heavily
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permeates the work. In the position of fig. 14, covering the position originally held by a poster
reading only “Wide White Space – Anny de Decker,” Broodthaers duplicated the poster for fig.
5, “1958 FILM EXPRMNTL FILM 1958” (Figures 39-40). This poster was for an experimental
film festival that first coincided with the 1958 World Exhibition in Brussels and later relocated to
Knokke in following years. For the festival, the young Broodthaers, still identifying primarily as
a poet, submitted the film La Clef de l’Horloge (Poème cinematographique en l’honneur de Kurt
Schwitters) (1957). Though he was relatively unknown even in literary circles, let alone in the
avant-garde cinema scene, of the 127 films submitted, La Clef de l’Horloge, was among the
handful of films shortlisted for the festival’s “most prestigious artists” distinction.64 The 7’40”
black and white 16mm film panned across scenes of Schwitters’s work, overdubbed with
dialogue by Broodthaers, meditating on the artist whom he had identified as a significant
influence in his apparent transition from poet to artist. However, as an artist Broodthaers rarely if
ever returned to Schwitters as he did with others who had influenced him, most notably Magritte.
Schwitters’ influence on Broodthaers might be summed up as an entry point—an excuse to take
the familiar vocabulary of the written word and the page, and transpose it to the visual language
of film in a step that was an important bridge to the world of object-making.
It is clear now that while during his lifetime the labels poet, filmmaker, and artist each
held distinct categorical definitions and formal particularities, Broodthaers did not care for such
distinctions. Rather, he sought out the spaces between these distinctions and strove for forms of
equivalency wherein the literary could occupy cinematic and physical spaces, and vice versa.
This, I believe, was not motivated by avant-garde, boundary-breaking aspirations, but by an
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impulse to find a common denominator—a degree zero—that balked the artificial distinctions
and social constructs that compartmentalize the products of human intellect and creativity.65
Finally, in the place of fig. 23 of the modified list, the original image of an early work, an
accumulation sculpture of painted wooden “frites,” is pasted over by a duplication of the
catalogue cover for the 1969 art book Conception – Konzeption,66 which is also pictured in the
unaltered image next to it, fig. 24 (Figures 41-42). The book is an encyclopedic collection of
profiles on the American and European artists at the forefront of the then-new genre of
conceptual art. Some of the other artists included were Sol Lewitt (whose “Paragraphs on
Conceptual Art” was featured), Ed Ruscha, John Baldessari, On Kawara, Sigmar Polke, Dan
Graham, Daniel Buren, and many others. At the time the book was written the characteristics we
now associate with conceptual art had not yet crystalized, and consequently we see included
several names that would no longer be lumped in with the category. Polke and Buren are clear
examples of the above, whose works at the time were “conceptual” insofar as they rejected
traditional artistic categories and forced viewers to consider the nature of Art as an entire
category.
Broodthaers, who openly denied being a so-called conceptual artist, was among those
miscategorized in the book. On the page dedicated to his work there is a photograph of the
Musée’s Section XIX ème Siecle dated from August 25, 1969, the wall displaying a grid of
postcards of 19th century art, and a large art crate partially obscuring the spread of postcards and
the doorway next to it. This image of the Musée’s first avatar is not conceptual art, nor does it
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depict it. It would be closest to claim that the work was one of institutional critique, were it not
for the fact that there was no actual institution involved in it. Broodthaers, and the Musée’s
presence in the book on conceptual art was mislabeled, and thus its presence in Ma Collection
highlights the process of labelling and mislabeling that later iterations of the Musée, particularly
the Section des Figures, would come to focus on. This final adjustment to the list draws the
viewer’s attention to the power of an institution (or an institution’s apparatuses such as art books
and their canonizing effect) to create definitions of work that force misinterpretations and
conclusions that would not otherwise be made were it not for the predetermination of the label.
While the aforementioned modifications to the lower list conclude the adjustments
Broodthaers made to the original, there is one puzzling exception. Pasted over the offset-printed
image of fig. 0, Der Spiegel’s cover, in the center of the lower list is a nearly identical thumbnail
of the same magazine cover (see Figures 28-29). Of all the items from the original list, it is the
only one of them to be cut out yet pasted into the exact same position on the lower list. The only
difference between the two thumbnails of Der Spiegel is that the version pasted to the bottom list
is lighter in exposure and has high contrast, whereas the version pasted to the top list is darker
and of poorer quality. The brighter version pasted on the bottom list is consistent in photographic
exposure with the images on the top list—it appears to have been originally located on top for
the purpose of reproducing the entire set, and then relocated to the bottom at the same point
Broodthaers adjusted the other thumbnails. Barely visible beneath the Der Spiegel image on the
lower list, the protruding edge of the same image, only in offset-printed Ben Day dots, bears the
same shadows and markings, confirming that the thumbnail, originally part of the top set, was
indeed removed and pasted onto the reproduction. The version that now occupies its original
position on the top list is degraded and darkened, but it is not an offset print—it is another
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photographic print, apparently made from the same negative as the original, but the negative
appears to have been creased, and the print overexposed. This bizarre exchange between
thumbnails emphasizes that with a magazine there is no original, only multiples, further
mimicking the magazine’s reproducibility and its capacity to facilitate multiple iterations and
spin-offs from the original van Laack ad. Moreover, it emphasizes the van Laack ad’s
significance to Broodthaers, and the fluidity with which the work moved through his oeuvre.
The ensemble of ephemera displayed in the left frame is arranged encircling the black
arrow pointing towards the right frame indicating, similar to the way an arrow behaves in a
chemistry formula, that the collection of symbols on one side of the arrow yields the symbol on
the other side. Thusly arranged, Broodthaers’s oeuvre of endeavors in the plastic arts represented
by the list of Ma Collection, and particularly those emphasized in the second list, can be read as a
series of equivalences. In this equation, all of Broodthaers’s efforts in his career as a visual artist
seem to be an attempt to reach, or at least to express, the foundational elements of symbol and
medium he believed Mallarmé to have achieved. And at the center of each side of the equation is
the Fig. 0: Mallarmé on one side and the van Laack ad on the other. The significance of the
former we can be certain of, since Broodthaers made numerous statements on the matter. The
latter, of course, we are left to infer, to use our powers of interpretation to comprehend, and most
of all to experience. This last point may indeed be the very essence of Broodthaers’s attempt to
achieve a figure zero, for visual art and its reception is, at its core, a matter of experience, not
explanation. One first sees and perceives art before apprehending it with the mind, and
Broodthaers was keenly aware of this fundamental difference between poetry and plastic arts (I
now hesitate to use the word “visual” to differentiate Broodthaers’s understanding of this
difference because clearly the visual element of Mallarmé’s poetry is what Broodthaers knew to
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hold the most profound implication for the medium). Broodthaers, who was always keen to pun,
played with this fact in his use of the term “figure zero.” Figure, or “Fig.” as he most often writes
it, not only refers to physical objects but also connotes an indexical reference to an image and
thus relates ideas written in text to photographs used to illustrate them. More abstractly, Dirk
Snauwaert explains,
[figure] applies to the stage of observation when things are on the point of being named,
when the object is about to be connected with a concept. Figure thus implies seeing,
observing, but not yet explaining. Unlike the symbol, which is recognized and defined
within a discourse, the figure is open and unconstructed. In this respect it corresponds to a
work of art, which is open and ambiguous as well, and operates by evading definition.
Figure cannot be reduced to a single meaning. The figure tends toward the real, while the
symbol originates through a visual sign. Figure implies emphasizing the unstructured
experience of the object.67
In the manner of perception prior to apprehension, such a concept of figure is an ideal expression
of the way Mallarmé’s poetry is experienced, which keeps its reader in a state of arrested
comprehension. His words, spread across the page, oscillate between coherent language and
abstract symbol, a capability they share with the artwork.
What ultimately makes Ma Collection a work of such significance, however, is what can
be gleaned from the left frame once we uncover its equivalence with the frame that solely depicts
Mallarmé and captions him “Fig. 0.” The bombshell within Ma Collection is not the equivalence
between the two sides. Rather it can be understood by mapping the significance Broodthaers
attributed to Mallarmé onto the van Laack ad: within the ad art becomes indivisible from
commodity, advertising and media—a figure zero of what visual culture had become. What did
Broodthaers mean when he referred to Mallarmé as the inventor of “modern space?” While a
broad scale analysis of Mallarmé’s work is beyond the scope of this thesis, it is fair to say that
his formal arrangement of text upon the page in Un coup de des was a revolutionary achievement
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for literature. By spacing text in irregular positions across the page, rather than in the traditional
linear form that mimics the sequence of spoken word, Mallarmé integrated the material substrate
of literature, the white page, into the poetry itself (Figure 45). By doing so, he asserted written
poetry as a medium and form unto itself, as opposed to a mere transcription of words that are
meant to be spoken. Mallarmé’s poetry, in contrast to transcribed speech, was at home on the
page—to recite it would be to destroy its visual component and therefore the work itself.
Moreover, Mallarmé created a type of medium specificity for poetry—a situation in which the
artwork was inseparable from its medium. For Mallarme’s poetry to remain intact its elements
must be irreducible. Neither word nor individual space on the page were dispensable to the
literary work; it is a degree zero of writing, not in the sense of Roland Barthes’ écriture, but
rather in the manner of Kazimir Malevich’s “zero point of painting”—a work indivisible form its
physical form.68 However, as I have argued, since Mallarmé’s works are as figurative as they are
literary, could it not also be appropriate to call it a figure zero?
Broodthaers was not one to attempt a reinvention of the wheel. What the van Laack ad
does is to seize this example set forth by Mallarmé that had proven so influential to Broodthaers,
and to use it as a lens through which to view his own contemporary concerns—at the time, the
rampant commercialization of art, and its unsettling hybridization with consumer culture. The
van Laack ad proved to be a more poignant exercise than he could have expected. The ad, which
in its many ways restages works and ideas he had already explored, borrowing parts of its form

For Barthes, Mallarmé exemplified one side of the spectrum at which “the writer acknowledges or repudiates his
bourgeois condition,” in order to extricate writing from Literature, yet nonetheless Mallarmé implicates himself in a
study of literature’s own history. On the other side of this spectrum writers embraced the traditional, ideological
function of literature. In the middle, the “writing degree zero” describes a neutral and amodal writing most similar to
a colorless, non-emotive journalism. This neutral, amodal, and colorless form of expression describes rather
accurately Malevich’s Black Square (1915). Roland Barthes, Writing Degree Zero, Trans. Annette Lavers and Colin
Smith (London: Jonathan Cape, 1967), 61.
68
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from Untitled (General with Cigar) and its paradoxical motivation to exceed the limits of the
autonomous artwork from the Industrial Poems, proved to be the ideal form to challenge these
limits. By counting Der Spiegel in his catalogue of exhibitions, Broodthaers publicly ensured
that the visual-commercial space particular to the magazine, that is to say a magazine’s
advertising space, could henceforth legitimately claim to be a space for an art exhibition. By the
same token, it also set a precedent for artists to claim that works created to commercial
advertising ends could still be works of art.
The van Laack ad is unquestionably an artwork, but its vast multiplication in print, its
dissemination to millions of viewers who couldn’t have known it was art, its anonymity and its
ability to engage and motivate its viewers to purchase commodities make it inseparable from the
matrix of consumer culture that autonomous artworks require in order to maintain the pretense of
having primarily if not exclusively aesthetic function. The van Laack ad penetrates through the
institutional boundaries that separate art from viewer and those that uphold the illusion that art is
separate from the economic circumstances that surround and support it. It is a figure zero of
figuration; whereas in Mallarmé the figure-ground relationship concerns the text and its
substrate, the page, the van Laack ad’s figure-ground relationship is between the artwork and
consumer media. “Fig. 0” is repeated on many occasions and in various contexts in
Broodthaers’s work, and it is clear that it means different things at different times, even in a
single work as is the case in Ma Collection. But the figure zero that seems most prescient and
indeed appears to have predicted the steadily increasing commercialization, commodification,
and recent monetization of art was conceived in the van Laack ad in the form of the
advertisement-artwork.
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Conclusion

When Broodthaers inaugurated the Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles
shortly after the 1968 occupation of Brussels’ Palais des Beaux-Arts, the artworld he belonged to
was gripped by protest. Many artists desired institutional reform that would provide conditions
that better served the interests of artists and the public. At the same time, however, greater
transformations were being wrought by economic globalization and increasingly financialized
international art infrastructures. The task of contextualizing artworks from this period must
therefore be considered in the manner of taking aim at a moving target, as new artforms rapidly
emerged in continuous step with new cultural and institutional frameworks.
The time period spanned by Broodthaers’s brief but potent career was dominated by
artists’ reception of Duchamp’s “telegram,”69 which delivered the message that anything could
be art. The massive realization by Broodthaers’s generation of artists that artistic production was
permitted an unprecedented degree of freedom and flexibility dovetailed with the broader
cultural movement of protest against the conservative educational and political institutions that
culminated in the May ’68 demonstrations, strikes, and occupation of universities. This
synchronism between a wave of artistic freedom and the desire to reject traditional forms of
creative expression that were seen to serve the interests of out-of-touch institutions led to a
proliferation of new methods of art production that were perceived to be more democratic and
less susceptible to institutional cooptation. Such forms included artist books, works produced in
the “multiple” (as opposed to the one-of-a-kind), performance art, and happenings—all things

For a full discussion of “acknowledgement of receipt” of Duchamp’s telegram see Thierry de Duve, Duchamp’s
Telegram (London: Reaktion) (forthcoming), Chapters 9-11.
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that museums would have difficulty isolating and presenting with the impression of autonomy
implicit in the institutional display and definition of art.
At the very same time, as some members of the new generation of artists distanced
themselves from art institutions and, crucially, from the manner in which these institutions were
imbricated with capitalist social structures, the artworld embraced the hyper-commodification
these artists so sought to avoid. In 1967, a year before both the student protests and the inception
of Broodthaers’s Musée, the Kölnischer Kunstmarkt (later rebranded Art Cologne) was
established as the first modern art fair of its kind, followed shortly after by Art Basel in 1970.
Fairs based on this model proliferated and provided galleries, not just from their host cities, but
internationally, condensed locations and durations to exhibit and sell work to equally
concentrated communities of art collectors who were, for the first time, able to congregate and
consume with the convenience and ease of shopping centers. The failure of the student
movement to drastically alter the conditions of the art market and institutions meant that artists
who sought financial and canonical success would inevitably have to concede to the galleries and
the expanding art market. In this period, we see a growing dissonance between the antiinstitutional art forms that emerged, now in some cases referred to as the genre of “institutional
critique,” and the reality that these art forms depended upon the very institutions they “critiqued”
in order to exist.
Broodthaers, who is often mistakenly referred to as a key proponent of early institutional
critique, did not attempt to resist the economical and canonical necessity of museums and
galleries for success. In fact, his flamboyant entry into the career of “artist” embraced this
necessity, which he described almost verbatim in the 1964 Galerie Saint-Laurent invitation. His
statement, “I, too, wondered whether I could not sell something and succeed in life,” attests to
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the centrality of the art economy to his work. Unpopular though this attitude may have been
(particularly four years later when tensions came to a head between artists, intellectuals, and the
state and cultural apparatuses they rebelled against), the transformation of art into merchandise
must be seen as an indispensable element of Broodthaers’s work. It cannot be overlooked,
therefore, that Broodthaers was shrewdly perceptive of the trajectory the artworld was headed in,
particularly with regard to the commercialization of the cultural sector and what we now
understand as the emergence of a “culture industry.”
Just as fundamental to understanding Broodthaers’s work are the dimensions of art that
distinguished it from poetry. That artworks could be sold in a manner and for sums that poetry
simply could not legitimated his transition to a career in which his production never ceased to be
poetic. Notwithstanding the artwork’s materiality, Broodthaers pursued the same themes and
often the same content after he became an “artist.” His early objects played with the same puns
about mussels and eggs as his poems did, and his Industrial Poems objectified the poems he had
previously written on the page. What became clear when Broodthaers began producing objects
instead of texts, though, was that the object’s meaning became secondary to its art status,
whether that be due to the art market’s capacity to reduce a work’s meaning to its monetary
value, or to the institutional tendency to sequester things defined as “art” from their other
conditions of existence. When he ironically professed his disappointment that visitors to his
exhibition at Galerie Saint-Laurent made no attempt to read the poems in Pense-Bête, he
acknowledged that art status has the consequence of placing certain limits on how the work is
experienced.
Whether we interpret the Industrial Poems series as a measure to resolve his
disappointment that art status overshadowed meaning, or whether we simply consider it as a
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clever thought experiment, the series brought Broodthaers’s discourse on the relationship
between images/objects to a new level of sophistication. Likewise, it revealed the language and
techniques of advertising and industrial fabrication as appropriate artistic strategies to address his
concerns. But a key differentiation between these works and works made by pop artists who used
advertising and pseudo-industrial techniques is that Broodthaers works were not commentaries
on the prominence of consumerism in Western culture; they were attempts to do what both
artwork and advertisements could do simultaneously.
While I identify the Industrial Poems as an important step in the thought process that led
Broodthaers to create the van Laack ad, which actually succeeded in doing what the former only
gestured at, the ad also demonstrates a shrewdness—an intuitiveness in playing the institutional
artworld in a way that no other artist had done. The ad’s dual nature as both artwork and
advertisement enables the work to evade the kind of autonomy that is implied when museums
present artworks to the public. Unlike traditional artworks that seek the consecration a museum
provides when it sequesters artworks from their contexts and displays them as if their finished
state is their only state, the van Laack ad cannot be extricated from its advertising function and
cannot, therefore, be sequestered. In contrast to the artistic currents of his time, which celebrated
the apparent limitlessness of artistic possibility and expanding definitions of art, Broodthaers
proved that art status indeed imposes certain ontological limitations upon the works to which that
status is given. When something becomes art, it loses the ability to be or to do nearly anything
else.
The van Laack ad refused institutionalization, not due to a naïve resistance against the art
institution but because it accepted commodification and instrumentalization as an inevitability of
the moment. After the ad was published, when Broodthaers displayed it in Ma Collection at the
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Kölnischer Kunstmarkt any commodification that would befall it by being considered an artwork
up for sale would not constitute a loss of the work’s meaning, for the commodity dimension was
already implicit. Part of the van Laack ad’s brilliance is that at a time when art fairs began to
demonstrate the course the art market would take, Broodthaers used that very setting to
demonstrate that critical art could avoid cooptation even in the most commercial of settings.
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Illustrations

Figure 1: Marcel Broodthaers, Pense-Bête, 1964. Books, paper, plaster, and plastic balls on
wood base. Collection Flemish Community, S.M.A.K. © Estate of Marcel Broodthaers.
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Figure 2: Invitation to Moi aussi, je me suis demandé si je ne pouvais pas vendre quelque chose
et réusser dans la vie…, Galerie Saint Laurent, April 10-25, 1964. Letterpress on magazine page
(recto and verso).
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Figure 3: Der Spiegel 13, March 22, 1971, p. 166. Spiegel Verlag, Hamburg.
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Figure 4: Marcel Broodthaers, Untitled (General with Cigar), 1970. Found oil painting and
cigar. The Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Figure 5: Marcel Broodthaers, Ma Collection, 1971. Photographs, books and mixed media in
frames. Collection of Eric Decelle. Photograph courtesy the author.
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Figure 6: Marcel Broodthaers, installation view of 15 plastic plaques from the Industrial Poems
series (1968-1972) exhibited in “Industrial Poems, Open Letters” at Wiels, Brussels, 2021.
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Figure 7: Marcel Broodthaers, Open Letter, June 27, 1968. © Estate of Marcel Broodthaers
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Figure 8: Marcel Broodthaers, Académie I, 1968. Painted vacuum-formed plastic plaque. The
Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Figure 9: Marcel Broodthaers, Académie II, 1968. Painted vacuum-formed plastic plaque. The
Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Figure 10: Marcel Broodthaers, Le Drapeau noir, tirage illimité, 1968. Painted vacuum-formed
plastic plaque. The Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Figure 11: Marcel Broodthaers, Catalogue/Catalogus, 1974. Exhibition catalog, Palais des
Beaux-Arts, Brussels.
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Figure 12: Marcel Broodthaers, installation view of three color variations of Musée d’Art
Moderne, Département des Aigles, Service Publicité (1971), exhibited in “Industrial Poems,
Open Letters” at Wiels, Brussels, 2021.
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Figure 13: Marcel Broodthaers, Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles, Section Cinéma,
1971-1972. Photographs by Joaquín Romero Frías, 1971.
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Figure 14: Endorsement of Datsun 610 wagon by Salvador Dalí, 1972.
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Figure 15: Andy Warhol, Ads Portfolio, 1985. Screen Print on Lenox Museum Board.
Photograph courtesy Merritt Gallery.
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Figure 16: Marcel Broodthaers, verso of Untitled (General with Cigar), 1970. Found oil painting
and cigar. The Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Figure 17: Marcel Duchamp, Fountain, 1917. Signed urinal. Photograph by Alfred Stieglitz.
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Figure 18: The Blind Man No. 2, May, 1917. Full spread showing photograph of Fountain by
Alfred Stieglitz and article on “The Richard Mutt Case.” Image source:
https://as.nyu.edu/departments/xe/news---events/PastEvents/2017-2018/the-blind-man-andother-dada-magazines.html
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Figure 19: Marcel Broodthaers, signed copy of the van Laack ad with statement: “What should
we think of the relations that link art, advertising and commerce? M.B. (the director).” Printed in
Marcel Broodthaers: Collected Writings. Ed. Gloria Moure, 2012.
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Figure 20: Installation view of Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles, Section des
Figures (1972). Photograph by Maria Gilissen, 1972.
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Figure 21: Installation view of Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles, Section des
Figures (1972). Photograph by Maria Gilissen, 1972.
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Figure 22: Dan Graham, Detumescene, 1969. Offset lithograph in New York Review of Sex and
Politics. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York. © Dan Graham.
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Figure 23: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of Ma Collection, 1971, showing “top list” or “original
list.” Collection of Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 24: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of Ma Collection, 1971, showing “bottom list” or “offsetprinted list.” Collection of Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 25: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of recto of left frame, Ma Collection, 1971. Collection of
Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 26: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of right frame, Ma Collection, 1971. Collection of Eric
Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 27: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of recto of right frame, Ma Collection, 1971. Collection of
Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 28: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of Der Spiegel cover photograph on top list, Ma
Collection, 1971. Collection of Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 29: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of Der Spiegel cover photograph on bottom list, Ma
Collection, 1971. Collection of Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 30: Marcel Broodthaers, Musée d'Art Moderne à vendre - Pour cause de faillite, 1970–
71. Letterpress dust jacket wrapped around catalogue for Kölner Kunstmarkt '71 with artist's
inscriptions. Published by Galerie Michael Werner. © Artists Rights Society, New York /
SABAM, Brussels.
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Figure 31: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of van Laack ad depicting folded adjacent page, Ma
Collection, 1971. Collection of Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 32: Marcel Broodthaers, Open Letter, June 7, 1968. © Estate of Marcel Broodthaers.
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Figure 33: Marcel Broodthaers, Téléphone, 1968. Painted vacuum-formed plastic plaque.
Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York. © Artists Rights Society, New York /
SABAM, Brussels.

Figure 34: Marcel Broodthaers, Museum – Musée, Section Cinéma, 1971. Painted vacuumformed plastic plaque.
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Figure 35: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of fig. 3 on bottom list, Ma Collection, 1971. Collection of
Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 36: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of fig. 3 on top list, Ma Collection, 1971. Collection of
Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 37: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of fig. 9 on bottom list, Ma Collection, 1971. Collection of
Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 38: Marcel Broodthaers, selected plate from Un coup de dés jamais n'abolira le hazard,
1969. Mechanical engraving and paint on twelve aluminum plates. Collection of the Museum of
Modern Art, New York. © Artists Rights Society, New York / SABAM, Brussels.
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Figure 39: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of fig. 14 on bottom list, Ma Collection, 1971. Collection
of Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 40: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of fig. 14 on top list, Ma Collection, 1971. Collection of
Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 41: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of fig. 23 on bottom list, Ma Collection, 1971. Collection
of Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 42: Marcel Broodthaers, detail of fig. 23 on top list, Ma Collection, 1971. Collection of
Eric Decelle. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 43: Stéphane Mallarmé, selected spread from Un coup de dés jamais n'abolira le hazard,
1897, matching Broodthaers’s reproduction pictured in Figure 38.
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